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Greetings
Welcome to the 52nd annual Indianapolis Early Music Festival and to the Frank and
Katrina Basile Theater at the Eugene and Marilyn Glick Indiana History Center! We
are America’s oldest continually running early music concert series, and I am proud and
honored to be at the artistic helm of this prestigious festival and organization.
Well, another year has flown by. It was a slightly less busy season for the Baltimore
Consort but still a busy year for me. I played a half-dozen concerts as guest artist with the
Folger Consort this fall, and I was thrilled to perform as percussionist with Phil Spray’s
Alchymy Viols in American at Versailles at IU and here in Indianapolis in February. Also,
presenting and accompanying ISO violinist (and Peabody alumnus) Hán Xiè, with
members of IndyBaroque, here at the History Center this April was yet another highlight
for me.
Chairing the Historical Performance Department at the Peabody Conservatory has kept
me more active than ever, and this fall we will again be welcoming a most talented class
of Historical Performance majors, among them a terrific young recorder player from
Iran (fingers crossed for her smooth arrival into the United States). This year’s highlights
include celebrating the 35th anniversary of the Peabody Renaissance Ensemble, which I
founded in 1988, and sending a group of our top students (the B’more Bach Ensemble)
to Indiana University to perform in Early Music America’s Young Person’s Festival.
I’m proud to tell you IEM is continuing its commitment to bringing early music to
young audiences. This year our Education Outreach Committee brought performances
by two ensembles, Shakespeare’s Ear and Daily Bread and Butter, to Northview Middle
School, Montessori School IPS #91, Children’s Bureau, The Oaks Academy—Brookside
and Fall Creek Campuses, and IPS/Butler University Lab School #60. This summer we
continue our policy of free admission for students, who should call IEM at
317-577-9731 and reserve seats in advance. We will again be offering two free family
concerts this summer, featuring Ayreheart (first weekend) and Ensemble Caprice, led
by pied-piper Matthias Maute (final weekend). Two family concerts have been booked
for summer 2019, as well. Generous underwriting from the Christel DeHaan Family
Foundation in honor of the children and families of Christel House has once again made
it possible for us to offer this free program as a gift to the community.
Our first weekend opens with Grammy-nominated lutenist Ronn McFarlane’s
“cross-over” band Ayreheart, presenting a captivating program of high-art renaissance
music alongside traditional folk music of the time. Guest vocalist Sarah Pillow is
a dynamic singer equally comfortable in both early music and jazz. Philadelphia’s
phenomenal Tempesta di Mare returns with a fascinating program of high-baroque and
early-classical music from manuscripts preserved by Mendelssohn’s great-aunt Sara Levy
and her sisters, Jewish art patrons living in Berlin in the late eighteenth century.
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Our second weekend will feature a rarely heard duo performance by two of the world’s
greatest lutenists, Ronn McFarlane and Paul O’Dette. Paul is also artistic director of the
Boston Early Music Festival and it’s a thrill to finally welcome him to our festival’s stage!
The weekend concludes with an exciting concert of our oldest music performed by our
youngest performers. Medieval ensemble Alkemie (not to be confused with the
afore-mentioned Alchymy Viols!) will transport us back to thirteenth-century France
and the world of courtly love.
Our final weekend has arguably the most variety, but it is being completely organized
by one musician, Matthias Maute. “Chaconne: Voices of Eternity” features variation
and improvisation as seen in musical forms like the chaconne, passacaglia, and folia and
is the repertoire for Ensemble Caprice’s eighteenth CD. The ensemble will also present
“Salsa Baroque” for our second family concert. Ensemble Caprice will then join forces
with the Bach Society of Minnesota and Steven Rickards’s Echoing Air Vocal Ensemble,
all conducted by Matthias Maute, in an all-Bach program featuring Cantatas No. 29,
Wir danken dir, Gott, and No. 11, Lobet Gott in seinen Reichen (the Ascension Oratorio).
The orchestra will include strings, trumpets, timpani, flutes, and oboes. This will be a
grand finale in the grandest sense of the term!
It’s always fun to look ahead to next year’s programs. We’ll be expanding our season
and with St. Paul’s Music cosponsoring the Tallis Scholars in December! Next summer
(see page 7) we will present “one-off” performances conceived specifically for our
festival commemorating both Mary, Queen of Scots, and Leonardo da Vinci, for the
quincentenary of his death. I’m happy to bring back the Indianapolis Baroque Orchestra
for the fourth installment of Viva Vivaldi! For 2019 we will have both instrumental
concertos (cello, oboe, and violin) as well as opera arias sung by the stunning Grammywinning soprano, Estelí Gomez. Three of my absolute favorite musicians on the planet,
Daphna Mor, Shira Kammen, and IEM favorite Nell Snaidas are putting together a
Sephardic program just for our festival! The 2019 season will also mark the IEM debuts
of Canadian superstar Suzie Leblanc and
the terrific ten-member baroque band
ACRONYM.

					

Thanks for being with us to enjoy great
music in our wonderful venue by the canal.
Please come early to hear informal chats
with the artists and stay late for IEM’s
famous receptions. And please, help us
spread the word.		
					
—Mark Cudek, Artistic Director
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Reflections on last year

As I reflect on the last year, I can’t help but get a smile on my face. That sounds a little
smug, but I have so many fond memories of things that took place and things that
motivated us to move forward with new enthusiasm.
I was a bit fearful that we would have the feeling of having accomplished the significant
milestone of fifty years and just relax a bit and slowly start the next fifty. THAT was NOT
the case! So many of our patrons shared their thoughts of what they liked, what they didn’t
like; asked some great questions that began with “Have you ever thought of?” or “What
do you think of doing such and such?” and expressed so many constructive ideas that the
Board and staff sat up and took notice. We thank you for such wonderful input. Please be
sure to read the Strategic Planning report (pp. 56-57) in this program book so you can get
as excited as we are.
That smile on my face is also there because of the absolutely glorious season and the sense
that the audience was delighted by what they heard. Such positive response from the
audience makes those performers want to return in the future and we certainly hope that
they do. They often comment on what an educated and appreciative audience fills the
auditorium during the Festival.
That smile on my face is also there because of an incredible working Board. Not only
do each of them serve on at least two committees, and actively participate in Board
Meetings, but they ask “What more can I do?” Did you know that they are responsible
for creating each of the post-concert receptions and serve at each concert to create a warm
and welcoming experience for every guest? If you want to thank them in person, each one
should be identifiable by their name tags.
That smile on my face is also there because the seeds have been planted to form a volunteer
group in the not too distant future. This is based on the reactions of attendees who have
asked to help in some manner. We welcome your involvement. Please do let any Board or
staff member know of your interest so we keep you apprised of plans as they evolve. Let us
know a talent that you would particularly like to share.
Thank you for being part of our IEM family this season and for many more to come. Please
keep the dialogue open and the smile on my face might get even broader.
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SUPPORTING INDIANAPOLIS EARLY MUSIC

In addition to attending our concerts and inviting your friends, family, and
acquaintances to join you, there are several ways that you can support IEM’s mission to
bring outstanding Early Music performances to Central Indiana and to educate children
and adults about the delights of early music.
Donate to the Endowment Fund
The FMS Endowment Fund, established in 2000 and managed by the Central Indiana
Community Foundation, provides long-term support for our concerts and outreach
activities. Contributions to IEM/FMS designated for the endowment are transferred to
this fund. As the fund grows, the annual distribution to the operating budget provides a
significant foundation for IEM’s activities.
Designate IEM/FMS as a Recipient of Legacy Gifts
By naming IEM/FMS in your will, on your life insurance, or through other assets, you
can make a future contribution that will support our mission for years to come.
Give to the Annual Fund
When you donate to IEM during our annual fund drives or at other times, you provide
resources to help cover the costs of performances and staff and support activities.
Corporate Sponsorships
Small and large businesses can support general operating expenses and particular events.
Contact the Managing Director for further details.
smile.amazon.com
When you shop on Amazon, choose smile.amazon.com and select Festival Music Society
as your designated charity. IEM/FMS receives a contribution from your purchase.
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DON’T MISS NEXT YEAR’S 53RD SUMMER CELEBRATIONS!

2019 Indianapolis Early Music Festival

America’s oldest continually running early music concert series
FRIDAY, JUNE 14

Suzie LeBlanc, Elinor Frey, and Friends
Canada’s Super Soprano Suzie Leblanc with virtuoso
cellist Elinor Frey in a program of Italian Baroque music
SUNDAY, JUNE 16

Tres Hermanicas and Friends
Shira Kammen ~ Nell Snaidas ~ Daphna Mor
Need we say more?!!!
FRIDAY, JUNE 28

ACRONYM
Kivie Cahn-Lipman’s band of ten virtuosi
explore instrumental rarities of the Baroque
SATURDAY, JUNE 29

The Baltimore Consort’s FREE Family Concert
Bring the kids (of all ages) for early song and dance!
SUNDAY, JUNE 30

The Baltimore Consort presents “In Angel’s Wede”
French, Scottish, and English Music for Mary, Queen of Scots
with “Millenium of Music” host,q Robert Aubry Davis, narrator
FRIDAY, JULY 12

“The World of Leonardo” for the Quincentenary
of the Artist/Inventor/Musician’s Death
An all-star band assembled exclusively for the Festival with
a program conceived by Mark Cudek and Phil Spray
SATURDAY, JULY 13

The Da Vinci Players FREE Family Concert
Music, dance, and INVENTIONS for the kids!!!
SUNDAY, JULY 14

Grand Finale: “Viva Vivaldi IV”
Concertos for cello, oboe, and violin (“Summer”) with
virtuosic opera arias by Grammy-winning soprano Estelí
Gomez and members of the Indianapolis Baroque Orchestra
indianapolis early music //
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AYREHEART // JUNE 22

Friday, June 22, 7:30 PM ~ pre-concert chat 7:00 PM

Ayreheart

Ayres of Albion: Songs, Dances and Ballads
of England, Scotland and Wales
Ronn McFarlane, lute; Willard Morris, colascione; Mattias Rucht, percussion
with Sarah Pillow, guest vocals
Pastime with Good Company 			

King Henry VIII (1491-1547)

In a Garden so Green 				

Anonymous (17th century Scotland)

Lady Hunsdon’s Puffe			
Come Again

		

Passemeze 					

John Dowland (1563-1626
Adrian LeRoy (c. 1520-1598)

Twa Corbies 						
Mr. Dowland’s Midnight				
Fortune

Anonymous (Scotland)
		

John Barleycorn 					

John Dowland

Anonymous (17th century England)

Intermission
A Fancy				
				
John Dowland
Tarleton’s Resurrection
Chi Passa 						
John Johnson (1545-1594)
Flow My Tears				
Can She Excuse

			

John Dowland

Lady Carey’s Dompe 					
The Queen’s Treble 						

Anonymous (1525)
John Johnson

Ddoi di dai 					

Traditional (c.13th century Wales)

Nottamun Town 					

Traditional (late Medieval England)
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“Here is music that is born of what has come but leads us into where we can go: old forms
born anew and ever fresh.”
—Robert Aubry Davis, creator, producer, and host of Millennium of Music

Program Notes
Pastime with Good Company
This is an English folk song attributed to King Henry VIII. Henry was held in high esteem
as a composer and musician, and this became a popular song in England. The early years
of Henry VIII’s reign exhibited a distinct spirit of exuberance and overindulgence in the
English court. The song, penned during this period, reflects general praise to all these
entertainments and diversions, depicting a general state of mind of leisure and unconcern
that prevailed in court at the time. The text simultaneously provides a moral justification
for all this merriment: company is preferable to idleness, for the latter breeds vice. It was
probably written by Catherine of Aragon.
In a Garden so Green
The majority of compositions written throughout the Middle Ages and Renaissance are
by people long forgotten, and attribution often remains a problem. The composers of
many songs, dances, and marches that were basic to daily life are nameless. In the realm of
early secular music, a village musician might fabricate a dance tune that became popular.
Learned by other players by ear, the tune would pass from village to hamlet, and from
peer group to generation. The dance’s origin would become obscure, even within the
composer’s life. Some pieces were calculatingly published anonymously for political or
personal reasons, and many dodgy publishers simply ‘forgot’ to name their composers, thus
evading the annoyance paying them for their work. This song may date back to 1662 in a
Scottish collection of Songs & Fancies. It is an older example of a courtly song turned folk:
it came by way of oral tradition, but was once written for someone of noble birth.
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AYREHEART
22
BALTIMORE // JUNE 17

GRAMMY-nominated
lutenist Ronn McFarlane
founded Ayreheart out of
the desire to write new music
for the lute—the most
popular instrument of the
Renaissanceww—and make
it accessible to a wider
audience. The original music
of Ayreheart reflects elements
of Celtic, Folk, Bluegrass, and
Renaissance music. In addition
to original music, Ayreheart also performs Renaissance and Traditional music as a vital part
of its musical life.

AYREHEART // JUNE 22

Lady Hunsdon’s Puffe
John Dowland was the greatest of the lutenist songwriters. Much has been said about
Dowland’s gloomy temperament, but in Dowland’s case it does not seem premeditated.
He seems to have been a man of conflicting and potent emotions so vastly affected by
his early failure to achieve an English court appointment that he was not able to enjoy
his great successes. But we should remember that rather than wallowing in self-pity,
the expression of melancholy through music was seen in the Renaissance as having a
cathartic effect. Nonetheless, his music reveals a wide range of emotions showing a
highly active wit, even having a shot at polite society commentary on both his noble
and bourgeois patrons. A number of almains, pavans and galliards endure with the
names of ostensible dedicatees for the attached music; it may be that aspects of the
actual persons are reflected in Dowland’s music. Lady Hunsdon apparently gave
Dowland the inspiration for this otherwise enigmatic piece. The title itself is suggestive:
does the word “puffe” suggest the dancer’s exertional breath, the exhalation of a graceful
society woman, or the imprudent dialogue of a bloviated windbag?
Come Again is a Dowland song with anonymous lyrics. The song is bitter-sweet,
typical of Dowland’s melancholy style and was included in his First Booke of Songs or
Ayres, which appeared in 1597.
Passemeze
Adrian LeRoy was an influential French lutenist, mandore player, guitarist,
composer, music educator and music publisher. His function as publisher was that of
artistic director, making sure that only the good stuff got published. That included,
of course, his own works: six volumes of lute music, five books for four course guitar,
and much more. “Passemeze” can be found in A Briefe and easy instruction to learne
the tableture to conducte and dispose thy hande unto the Lute (London 1568). The piece
is written in 8 bars, so it is frequently repeated, and there is both a simple as well as a
decorated version. You will hear tight runs of notes that are characteristic of LeRoy’s
diminutive style.
Twa Corbies (Two Ravens) is a Scottish adaptation of an English ballad sung to a
different melody and with a darker, more cynical twist. The ballad takes the form of
two scavenger birds conversing about where and what they should eat. One tells of a
newly slain knight, relating that his hawk and hound have forsaken their master and are
off chasing other game, while his mistress has already taken another lover. They talk in
gruesome detail about the meal they will make of him, plucking out his eyes and using
his hair for their nests. Themes believed to be portrayed include the fragility of life, the
idea that life goes on after death, and a somewhat more pessimistic viewpoint on life.
Mr. Dowland’s Midnight
Because of his reputation for melancholy, it is perhaps fitting that when Dowland
penned his own name on a lute solo, it would be called his “Midnight.” Structurally,

10
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Fortune
As do many of Dowland’s compositions, “Fortune” exists in several versions, including
lute solo and an arrangement for broken consort (group including strings and winds).
The music promotes his doleful self-image, probably a combination of fashionable
posing and authentic bouts of depression. The minor-mode melody bears resemblance
to the French Renaissance pavane “Belle qui tiens ma vie.” It started out as a lover’s
complaint but soon became the tune to which condemned people sang their last words
before going to their death at the gallows.
John Barleycorn is a British folksong. The character of John Barleycorn in the song
is a personification of the significant cereal crop barley and of the beer and whisky
made from it. In the song, John Barleycorn is portrayed as suffering attacks, death
and indignities that correspond to the various stages of barley refinement, such as
reaping, malting, and fermenting. Countless versions of this song exist. A Scottish
poem with a similar theme is included in the Bannatyne Manuscript of 1568 and
English broadside versions from the 17th century are common. Robert Burns
published his own version in 1782, and modern versions abound. Burns’ version
makes the tale somewhat mysterious and, although not the original, it became the
model for most subsequent versions.
A Fancy
Dowland’s “A Fancy” lives up to its description extremely well, showing both
contrapuntal ploy and a wide selection of instrumental techniques, providing the
player with possibility for virtuosity of both fingers and imaginings in its performance.
Dowland’s lute music continued to be copied after his death in 1626 and continues to
delight us still with its thoughtful variety. This is one of the fantasias that Poulton lists
as ‘Anonymous, but probably by Dowland’. It is sometimes referred to as “Dowland’s
Tremolo Fantasia” because of the decoration of recurrent notes near the end.
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AYREHEART
BALTIMORE // JUNE 17
22

this is an almain, one of several dance forms that enjoyed a huge fad in Elizabethan
England. Also known as an allemande in French, it probably originated in Germany,
though by the time Dowland added his always ingenious embellishments, the music
is transformed into something wholly artistic and elevated above the essentials of the
practical dance. Dowland’s strangely sparse piece falls clearly into two repeated strains
of four bars each, and Dowland endows his work with unconcealed melancholy. Cast
in a minor key, he bases harmonic progressions of both strains on a descending
melodic fourth, understood by musicians of the time as a perfect motif of gloom.
Even the minutiae of ornamentation subtly underscore the emotion: listen for the
aching tritone intervals.

AYREHEART // JUNE 22

Tarleton’s Resurrection
Dowland most likely composed “Tarleton’s Resurrection” as a praise of the English
comic actor Richard Tarleton, who died in 1588. The piece is very similar to Dowland’s
other jigs and the composition implies the composer knew, or at least appreciated,
Tarleton. It is in 6/8 meter, aptly associated with a delightful Irish jig. A very succinct
piece, it is closely woven and deftly fashioned. The bass line unceasingly expresses the
meter as the melody moves in clusters of three notes. Chromatic nuances shade the
piece from the opening, both in an emotional mode and to produce cadences. Only
about one and a half lines in the manuscript (now at Yale), the piece highlights a
melody that rises nearly continuously, perhaps evoking the resurrection of the subject.
Only the bass and uppermost voice move with any constancy, whereas the two inner
voices harmonize.
Chi passa (“He who passes down the street”) was originally a vocal piece by Filippo
Azzaiolo, a 16th century composer and singer in various Bolognese churches. His
surviving compositions were published in three collections entitled Villotte del Fiore
(1557-1569). These songs frequently contain nonsense syllables and passages in triple
time. The popularity of the villotta all padovana, a form for four voices to which he
made a notable contribution, was derived from Venetian dance-song and was of limited
duration. The dedicatees each have links to Bologna, so it seems likely that Azzaiolo
himself had connections to that city. “Chi passa” was especially well known and was as
the basis of a keyboard piece by William Byrd. John Johnson took this piece as a basis
for a set of divisions to it for lute duet, making it a set of English variations using this
Italian vocal piece as the basis for those variations.
Flow My Tears and its melody became very well-known and influential, and are a
prime example of the contemporary fashion for melancholia. First composed as an
instrumental under the name “Lachrimae pavan,” it is Dowland’s most famous ayre
and became his signature song. Like others of Dowland’s lute songs, the piece’s musical
form and style are based on a dance, in this case the pavan. It is thought that Dowland
himself wrote the lyrics. The melancholy subject matter was fashionable in the
Elizabethan period, and musically the piece affects that now familiar air of mourning
and grief, established by the chromatic descending baseline from A to E appearing in
the opening bars. It is likely that you have heard this piece before (even if you have
never heard of it) because it is one of the most famous piece in the English language.
Anthony Boden calls the song “ probably the most widely known English song of the
early 17th century.”
Can She Excuse
This is another Dowland galliard with an interesting back story (when played as an
instrumental it is known as “The Earl of Essex Galliard”). The text is thought to be by
Robert Devereux, the 2nd Earl of Essex. Devereux became Queen Elizabeth’s famous
court favorite, but when he often displeased the Queen he was sent away from court.
At these times he would retreat to Wanstead in the country outside London where he
would walk in the woods and write sonnets to the Queen begging her forgiveness, all
12
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Lady Carey’s Dompe is one of the earliest surviving Renaissance musical pieces,
notable as being the first composition that can be clearly identified as being composed
for keyboard because of the left-hand configuration. A traditional English dance
tune, it was a written-down improvisation by an unknown musician during the time
of Henry VIII. It is sometimes attributed to English innovative composer of the early
Tudor period, Hugh Aston, an important Tudor composer known for his writing for the
keyboard. It consists of an improvisatory treble line over a drone alternating between
two bass notes, G and D. It may have been written for the death of William Carey, a
courtier and favorite of Henry VIII, who died on 22 June 1528. Some sources attribute
dedication to Lady Carey, his wife Mary Boleyn, one of the mistresses of Henry VIII
and the sister of Henry’s second wife, Anne Boleyn, but this is unlikely as William was
never Knighted.
The Queen’s Treble
John Johnson was employed as a lutenist at the court of Queen Elizabeth I in 1579 and
is last mentioned in court records in 1594. His widow, the following year, was granted
a lease on various lands, a recognition of her late husband’s distinction as one of the
first great English lutenists. He wrote dance movements in the tradition of the
time, works that have an element contrapuntal interest, and he made a significant
contribution to the lute duet. Johnson’s lively and infectiously jolly dump known as
“The Queen’s Treble” was written as a duet. English duets fall into two categories:
‘equal’ duets where both lutes play harmonized parts, often with some imitative
dialogue between the two lutes, and ‘treble and ground’ duets, where one player plays a
single ornate melody line while the other plays the ground, a repeated pattern of chords,
providing the bass and harmony.
Ddoi di dai is a lament for Daffydd ap Gruffydd, the last independent Prince of Wales,
who was executed by Edward “Longshanks” in 1283. This King Edward I was the same
English king who also later executed William Wallace in Scotland. Dai is Welsh for the
name David. The text of the song includes references to wishing that David would come
home, for now “who will plant the wild flowers” in the meadow.
Nottamun Town is an English folk song that dates from the late medieval period
and was brought to North America during the early colonial era. In England it was
considered a “lost song,” not sung since the early 18th century: though the words
were preserved on paper, the melody was forgotten. Musicologists in North America
discovered people in parts of the southern Appalachian Mountains still singing the
song in the early 20th century. It’s a great tune with a set of confusing, contradicting
lyrics that seem to obfuscate a deeper meaning. The song is fairly popular in the
EnglishMidlands, particularly in Nottinghamshire, which lends credence to the theory
that Nottamun is a corruption of Nottingham. Theories abound as to the meaning of
indianapolis early music //
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of which is encapsulated in the galliard. The ballad tune “Will Yow Walke the Woods
soe Wylde,” heard in the lute part of the third strain, is a very apt description of Essex’s
country activities. As to his clemency, he was beheaded for treason in 1601.

AYREHEART // JUNE 22

the song, but two are generally accepted as probable: it derives from the Feast of Fools
or Mummers’ Plays and their absurd topsy-turvy worlds, or that it refers to the English
Civil War, in which Charles I of England raised his first army around Nottingham. A
popular theme at the time with diarists and pamphleteers was “The World Turned
Upside Down,” and there are many famous woodcuts dating from this period with
illustrations of cats chasing dogs, men wearing boots on their hands and the like. The
song has a taboo on it: whoever figures out its meaning will lose all of his or her luck.
						

—by Michael Spencer

Biographies
Ronn McFarlane has over 35 recordings on the Dorian/Sono Luminus label, including
solo albums, lute duets, flute & lute duets, lute songs, the complete lute music of
Vivaldi, a collection of Elizabethan lute music and poetry, and recordings with the
Baltimore Consort. Ronn has composed new music for the lute, building on the
tradition of the lutenist/composers of past centuries. His original compositions are the
focus of his solo CD, Indigo Road, which received a GRAMMY Award Nomination for
Best Classical Crossover Album of 2009. In 2010 Ronn founded Ayreheart, an ensemble
brought together to perform new compositions as well as early music. Ayreheart’s first
CD release, One Morning, consists of all-original music by Ronn McFarlane. Ayreheart’s
2016 release, Barley Moon, blends folk music and art music from Renaissance and
Medieval England, Scotland, and Wales.
When bitten by the classical music bug at 10 years of age, Willard Morris took up
the violin as the first in a long line of instruments, and it still remains ever close to his
heart. It was through the violin that he studied classical music. As a teenager he took up
piano, flute, saxophone, mandolin, guitar and learned how to play bass so that he could
join the high school jazz band in which great strides of music study and composition
developed, all the while keeping active as a classical violinist and earning pocket change
as a pit orchestra musician for operas and musicals. Having become enamored with
jazz as a teenager, he founded a jazz fusion group. After a decade of hard bass playing
Willard gave the bass a rest to relieve stresses on the hands and focus solely on the violin
and string quartet composition. During this time he put his electric violin to work in
a variety of live performing bands and studio recordings. In 2009 Willard took up the
bass again to develop original music with Ronn McFarlane which combined the ancient
lute with the modern electric bass, percussion and vocalist which became the group
Ayreheart. Recently he has taken on yet another instrument - the colascione, a bass
cousin of the lute.
Mattias Rucht has been immersed in music his entire life. His father was a symphony
conductor and his mother was a pianist. His first playground was in the midst of the
orchestra and behind the stage. He started playing the drum set at the age of 12 and
began playing in southern rock bands at the age of 15. By college, he had advanced to
jazz fusion. Mattias has been involved in multimedia development for many years.
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Recently praised with having “a genuinely genre-busting voice, full and vivid”
(Washington Post), soprano Sarah Pillow enjoys a unique career, drawing on her equal
expertise in jazz, classical, and early music repertoire. Beginning her career as a jazz
singer, Sarah won best vocal solo in a performance at the Montreux Jazz Festival. She
went on to study classical singing at Oberlin Conservatory, earning a Bachelor of Music
degree. Since moving to New York City in the early
1990s, Sarah has toured the United States and Canada
with her jazz quartet, her crossover project, Nuove
Musiche, and Galileo’s Daughters, her early music
ensemble which is shaped by her variety of talents in
early music, opera, jazz, drama, and scholarship. Recent
dramatic performances include The Play of Daniel,
a 12th-century liturgical drama, and two recently
composed children’s operas by Norwegian composer
Gisle Kverndokk. Her new solo album, Grace in Time,
is a collection of spiritual songs for organ and voice with
organist Jeffrey C. Johnson. More information can be
found at sarahpillow.com and buckyballmusic.com.
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He has composed music for animation, games, film, and video and has had a
computer-based studio since 1984. At one point, all the instruments that he used
were MIDI and electronic. Around 2002, Mattias started listening to some of the
masters of world percussion and what they were doing with acoustic instruments.
A simple tambourine or djembe could be more expressive than a rack of electronic
instruments. This sparked his interest in world percussion and getting back to basics.
Since then, he has discovered the joy of ethnic percussion and world music, bringing
a wide range of influences to his playing style. Mattias Rucht has been active in the
Washington DC music scene for over 25 years as a drummer/percussionist, playing
in various rock, jazz, folk and world ensembles. He has also performed in theatrical
productions and accompanied dancers and storytellers.

Faulkenberg Printing
proudly supports
Indianapolis Early Music.
317.638.1359 • www.Faulkenberg.net
1670 Amy Lane • Franklin, IN 46131
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AYREHEART
BALTIMORE // JUNE 17
23

Saturday Morning
June 23 at 11:00 AM
ELEVENTH ANNUAL
FREE FAMILY CONCERT
Join Ayreheart for a family-friendly,
informal presentation of music from the British Isles
as they present Ayres of Albion: Songs, Dances and
Ballads of England, Scotland, and Wales

Admission is FREE!
Sponsored by the Christel DeHaan Family Foundation

Ayreheart’s Family Concert Program
Ronn McFarlane, lute
Willard Morris, colascione
Mattias Rucht, percussion
with Sarah Pillow, guest vocals

Selections from:
Ayres of Albion:
Songs, Dances and Ballads of England, Scotland and Wales
Excerpted from the program on page 8
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Sunday, June 24, 4:00 PM ~ pre-concert chat 3:30 PM

Tempesta di Mare

TEMPESTA
// JUNE
BACH // JUNE
19 24

Sara and Her Sisters: Music From the Collections
and Salons of Sara, Fanny, and Bella Itzig
Gwyn Roberts, flute and recorder; Emlyn Ngai, violin; Daniela Giulia Pierson, viola
Lisa Terry, cello; Adam Pearl, harpsichord; Richard Stone, lute
From the collections of all three sisters
Trio Sonata in No. 5 in F Major, BWV 529
Allegro — Largo — Allegro

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750)

From the salon of Sara Levy, née Itzig, (1761-1854)
Trio Sonata in B-Flat, FK 50
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710–1784)
Largo — Allegro ma non troppo — Vivace
Quartet in E minor, QV 4:9
Vivace — Grave — Allegro

Johann Joachim Quantz (1597–1773)

Intermission
Sonata da camera in E-Flat, Op 6 No 35
Johann Gottlieb Janitsch (1708–1763)
“con stilo di recitativo”
Andante — Allegro ma non troppo — Allegro moderato: tempo di polacca
From the collection of Bella Salomon, née Itzig, (1749-1824)
Rondo in D minor, Wq.61/4		
Allegro di molto

Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714–1788)

From the household of Fanny (Vögelchen) von Arnstein, née Itzig (1758-1818)
Die Entführung aus dem Serail, KV 384
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791
Selections arranged for chamber ensemble by Johann Went (1745-1801)
Ouverture — “Hier soll ich dich denn sehen, Konstanze!”
“Vivat Bacchus, Bacchus lebe” — “O, wie will ich triumphieren”
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Tempesta’s Philadelphia Concert Series, noted by the Philadelphia Inquirer for its
“off-the-grid chic factor,” emphasizes creating a sense of discovery for artists and
audience alike. Launched in 2002, the series has included 31 modern “world premieres”
of lost or forgotten baroque masterpieces, leading the Inquirer to describe Tempesta as
“an old-music group that acts like a new-music group, by pushing the cutting edge back
rather than forward.” Its supporters include the Pew Charitable Trusts, the William Penn
Foundation, the Presser Foundation and the National Endowment for the Arts.
In a marketplace dominated by European ensembles, Tempesta is the only American
baroque music group to record for the prestigious British label Chandos. Current
orchestral and chamber releases are Telemann: The Concerti en Suite and Janitsch:
Rediscoveries from the Sara Levy Collection (2018), Comédie et Tragédie: French baroque
orchestral music for the theater, vols. 1 (2015) and 2 (2016), Mancini: Sonatas for a
Flute, (2014), Bach: Trio Sonatas, BWV 525–530 (2014), Fasch: Orchestral Music, vols. 1
(2008), 2 (2011) and 3 (2012), Scarlatti: Cantatas and Chamber Music (2010), Handel:
Flaming Rose (2007), and Weiss: Lute Concerti (2004).
National broadcasts of live performances include SymphonyCast, Performance
Today, Sunday Baroque, and Harmonia. Live concert recordings are distributed
worldwide via the European Broadcasting Union, a global alliance of public service
media organizations, with members in 56 countries in Europe and beyond.
International appearances include the Prague Spring Festival, the Göttingen Handel
Festival, the Mendelssohn-Remise Berlin, and the International Fasch Festival in Zerbst.
Recent North American appearances have included return engagements at the Frick
Collection and the National Gallery of Art. Other presenters have included the Miami
Bach Festival, the Oregon Bach Festival, Abbey Bach Festival, Whitman College,
Cornell Concerts, the Yale Collection, the Flagler Museum, and the Garmany Series,
Hartford, and of course Indianapolis Early Music.
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Fanfare magazine has hailed
Tempesta di Mare for its
“abundant energy, immaculate
ensemble, and undeniable sense
of purpose.” Led by directors
Gwyn Roberts and Richard
Stone with concertmaster
Emlyn Ngai, Tempesta performs
baroque music on baroque
instruments with a repertoire
that ranges from staged opera
to chamber music. The group
performs all orchestral repertoire without a conductor, as was the practice when this
music was new.

Program Notes

TEMPESTA // JUNE 24

In mid-eighteenth-century Berlin, when changed tastes had already relegated the music
of Johann Sebastian Bach to obscurity, one family, the Itzigs, kept the flame of his music
burning, passing it through generations until one family member set the bonfire with it
that would become today’s early music movement.
The Itzig family members were cultural leaders in their home city for generations,
influencing creative, philosophical and religious trends from their homes. And, strangely
enough for autocratic, class and estate-bound Prussia, the Itzigs were also Jewish. So
while they moved among the cultural elite, it was from their homes precisely because
even individuals of high status were less welcome in open society if they were Jewish.
In music, the Itzigs formed a living human connection between the Bachs and
the Mendelssohns. It was Felix Mendelssohn, Sara’s grandnephew, who famously
transformed the nineteenth-century’s cultish Bach Revival into a lasting public passion.
This might never have happened without Sara Itzig and her sisters.
The story begins with Daniel Itzig (1723–1799), finance minister to Frederick the Great
(1712–1786) and philanthropist. Itzig knew and admired Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach
(1714–1788), Frederick’s accompanist. He almost certainly met Johann Sebastian Bach
(1685–1750), whom he revered, when the elder Bach came to Berlin to visit his son Carl
in 1747, a visit itself rich in Bach lore. Daniel Itzig’s other interests included the Jewish
secular movement, also known as the Haskalah or Jewish Enlightenment, which he
supported through his philanthropy.
Through his service to the king, Daniel and his family enjoyed the privileges of full
citizenship, meaning equal rights to Christians, a status rarely conferred on Jews in
Prussia. And yet, a later order also specified that Itzig would not be identified as Jewish
in any official document.
Itzig and his wife Miriam made sure that all of their fifteen children received a thorough
education, including in music. They grew up playing the music of the Bach family and
their baroque contemporaries. Of his most musically active daughters, Bella “Babette”
Itzig Salomon (1749–1824) and Sara “Zaerlche” Itzig Levy (1761–1854) assumed
prominent roles in Berlin society, while Fanny “Vögelchen” Itzig von Arnstein (1758–
1818) married a banker and moved to Vienna.
All three of the sisters owned Johann Sebastian Bach’s Organ Trio Sonatas,
BWV 525-530, as did their father and many of their other musical siblings and
offspring. Their copies included arrangements of these versatile pieces for a variety of
instruments, turning music that Bach himself had arranged for solo organ back into
chamber music for two, three or more players. We perform Trio Sonata in No. 5,
BWV 529 in Richard Stone’s arrangement for recorder, violin, viola and continuo, which
we recorded for our 2014 Chandos release, Bach: Six Trio Sonatas.
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In 1783, Sara Itzig married Samuel Salomon Levy, a banker who was also a serious
amateur flutist. She studied harpsichord with Johann Sebastian Bach’s eldest son,
Wilhelm Friedemann, commissioned works by composers who wrote in the mid-century
style, and performed them with friends and family alongside her beloved J.S. Bach,
Handel and Telemann.

Sara was a salonnière—one of the wealthy eighteenth-century ladies who opened their
homes for by-invitation gatherings of thinkers, doers and other intelligentsia—but with
a difference. She was a virtuoso harpsichordist, and her salon focused on music above
all else, especially music of the Bach family and works by other composers who stayed
stylistically rooted in her musical upbringing. Levy gave the majority of her music to the
Berlin Sing-Akademie, where it remained until the Red Army captured it during World
War II. Miraculously, musicologists unearthed the collection in Kiev in 1999, and it has
since returned to Berlin.
We represent her collection today with three items from it: a trio sonata written by
her harpsichord teacher Wilhelm Friedemann Bach (1710–1784), a quartet by
Frederick the Great’s flute teacher Johann Joachim Quantz (1697–1773), and a work
by Johann Gottlieb Janitsch (1708–1763), a composer whose music she collected
nearly encyclopedically.
Wilhelm Friedemann Bach moved to Berlin in 1744, joining the service of the king as
assistant harpsichordist. He likely wrote his Trio Sonata in B-flat in the mid-1740’s, well
before his future student Sara Itzig was born. The inclusion of a flute part suggests that
he may have adapted it for Sara and her flute-playing husband from an earlier twoviolins version. Other works that he wrote specially for her include a set of duets for two
violas—an instrument for which she seems to have held a particular fondness—and a
flute concerto, which he gave to the couple as a wedding present.
The flute and violin parts of this sonata are full of rococo filigree and playful triplet
figurations. The slow-fast-fast order of the movements is similarly up-to-date, but the
dense contrapuntal texture and well-planned harmonic development clearly belie the
influence of his father and of Telemann, whose trio sonatas he greatly admired.
Johann Joachim Quantz’s Quartet in E minor is one of a set of six that first came to
light in modern times when Levy’s collection was returned to Berlin from Kiev. Quantz,
who was 43 when Frederick was crowned, first became known to the king in 1728, when
he and several other musicians accompanied their employer, Elector Augustus II
of Dresden, on a state visit to Berlin. Frederick was so taken with Quantz that he
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Sara Itzig Levy’s music collection was the largest of any of her family members, and
her musical life was by far the most active. Based on the music that she collected,
commissioned, adapted and performed, her inner circle of musical collaborators
included her flute-playing husband, a few violinists, and some very capable violists.

TEMPESTA // JUNE 24

attempted repeatedly to woo him away from his prestigious post in Dresden, succeeding
only after he had taken the throne and was able to offer Quantz more than double his
current salary.
Quantz is best known now for his great treatise on all things musical, On Playing
the Flute (1752), and for his later compositions in the “Berlin” style. These quartets,
however, a student at the University of Frankfurt. He joined the prince’s service shortly
thereafter, following him to Berlin for Frederick’s accession in 1740. There he served the
now-king Frederick the Great as principal bassist in the newly reconstituted Prussian
court orchestra at Potsdam.
When the financial drain of the Seven Years War caused reductions in the court’s
music budget, Janitsch began holding “Friday Academies” at his home in Berlin. These
musicales took prominent place among other private music societies as a source of
activity and income for the underemployed court musicians, who performed there
weekly alongside other amateurs and professionals. As an active musician and member of
the Court society, it is likely that Daniel Itzig took part. Janitsch was a particular favorite
of Sara Levy, who owned more than 30 of his quartets and trio sonatas.
The Sonata da Camera in E-flat “in the manner of a recitative” includes a rather unusual
example of instruments behaving as if they were literally delivering text. The first
movement of this quartet is an operatic recitativo accompagnato (quasi-spoken music
sung by the soloist and accompanied by a full instrumental ensemble rather than just a
harpsichord) alternating with a few arioso (tuneful but not a full-fledged song) passages.
The music is operatic but for one detail: the vocal line is “sung” by a flute. Just imagine
that there are words, and it absolutely works.
Sister Bella Itzig Salomon, grandmother to Felix Mendelssohn, was a keyboard player
like her sister Sara, but not much information survives about her personal music
collection. We do know that her father arranged for her to study music with Johann
Philipp Kirnberger, himself a former pupil of J.S. Bach, and that she subscribed to
several series of works for solo keyboard. Among those subscriptions was Carl Philipp
Emanuel Bach’s Kenner und Liebhaber (connoisseurs and enthusiasts) volumes, which
included interesting and challenging music such as the Rondo in D minor.
The Rondo in D minor is full of the mercurial shifts between antic playfulness and
dark introspection that feature prominently in so much of its composer’s music and the
repertoire of mid-eighteenth-century Berlin in general. While the modern fortepiano
was clearly the intended instrument for these pieces rather than the old-fashioned
harpsichord, it is likely that sister Sara also played them on the latter, on which she
performed in public well into the nineteenth century.
Between them, the members of the Itzig family owned over 150 of C.P.E. Bach’s
compositions for keyboard, chamber ensemble and orchestra, in addition to their
subscriptions to his various series of keyboard solos. Sara Itzig notably commissioned
several works from the composer towards the end of his life, including three “quartets”
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for flute, viola and keyboard—each hand of the harpsichordist counting as one part—
and his final work, a concerto for harpsichord, fortepiano and orchestra.
The Itzig sister who moved to Vienna, Fanny Itzig von Arnstein, brought her passion for
older baroque music with her, but she also enjoyed and collected music in the more up
to-date classical style. She hosted her own salon and helped establish the Society of the
Friends of Music (Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde), which would later build the music
hall that the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra would call home.
TEMPESTA // JUNE 24

The young Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, who rented rooms on the top floor of the
Arnstein house in 1881-82, wrote that he fell in love with counterpoint and fugues
because “nothing but Handel and Bach” were performed at the Sunday recitals
downstairs. Fanny’s enthusiasm for the music she grew up with was influential in
swaying the opinions of many Viennese musicians in the course of the Bach revival,
most notably among them Mozart and Beethoven.
Mozart composed his Turkish-themed opera, Die Entführung aus dem Serail (Abduction
from the Seraglio) during his time as Fanny von Arnstein’s lodger. As was common
practice in the years before such things as original-cast recordings, various play-at-home
arrangements of hits from the opera appeared as sheet music in the wake of its success.
Johann Nepomuk Wendt (Jan Nepomuk Vent), a Czech oboist and composer who was
a principal player in many of Vienna’s most prestigious ensembles, arranged over fifty
opera and ballet scores for the popular outdoor wind ensemble formation known as
Harmonie, including Mozart’s Entführung. He also arranged excerpts of five of Mozart’s
operas for the smaller and decidedly indoor ensemble of flute, violin, viola and cello.
These arrangements are classic salon fare: fun for the performers and for the listeners, all
of whom have seen the opera and remember the tunes.
The two sisters who stayed in Berlin cultivated a “veritable Bach cult” in their active
salons, preferring to stay rooted in the musical style of their youth even past the turn of
the 19th century. Bella’s daughter married philosopher Moses Mendelssohn’s son. When
the Bach family estate came up for auction, the young couple bought the music and gave
it to the Berlin Sing-Academy, a community musical institution where the two had met.
Years later, Bella would have a copy made of the manuscript of J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew
Passion for her grandson Felix Mendelssohn, whose 1828 performance of that work
launched the Bach Revival in Berlin.
In another century, the salons of Jewish women would become one of the objects of
anti-Semitic, Jewish-conspiracy vitriol, such as in Kurt Fevers’s 232-page invective, Salons
of Berlin: The History of a Great Conspiracy (Berliner Salons: Die Geschichte eider grossen
Verschwörung), 1940.
					

—Gwyn Roberts & Richard Stone
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Biographies
Emlyn Ngai performs extensively with the Adaskin String Trio and as concertmaster of
Tempesta di Mare, regularly touring Canada, Europe, and the U.S. He is also associate
concertmaster and recitalist of the Carmel Bach Festival. He has recorded for Chandos,
MSR Classics, and Musica Omnia, receiving acclaim in BBC Music Magazine,
Gramophone, and The Strad. Emlyn taught at Boston University, McGill University,
and Mount Holyoke College, as well as Amherst Early Music, Madison Early Music
Festival, and the Oberlin Baroque Performance Institute. At the Hartt School he teaches
violin, chamber music, and performance practice, co-directs the Collegium Musicum
and co-chairs the Chamber Music Program.
Award-winning harpsichordist Adam Pearl is a sought-after soloist and ensemble
performer, playing throughout the United States as well as in Europe. He has been
Tempesta di Mare’s harpsichordist since 2005, performing also with Chatham Baroque,
Folger Consort, American Bach Soloists, Modern Musick, and various symphony
orchestras. He has directed performances of numerous baroque operas and recorded on
the Chandos, Dorian, and Plectra labels. Pearl teaches at the Peabody Conservatory,
where he also received a B.M. degree in piano performance, and both M.M. and D.M.A.
in harpsichord performance. Workshop teaching includes the Amherst Early Music and
Madison Early Music festivals.
Daniela Pierson has been performing with Tempesta di Mare since 2002 and is principal
violist. Daniela has also performed on violin and viola with many early music ensembles
including New Trinity Baroque, Early Music New York, Harmonious Blacksmith,
Clarion Music Society, New York Collegium, La Rocinante, and Washington Cathedral
Baroque Orchestra. She has appeared at the Magnolia Baroque and Newburyport
Festivals, Festival Internacional de Música Barroca de Barichara, and as a guest artist
with Chatham Baroque and Melomanie. She plays on a Jacob Ford violin (1765) and a
Thomas Croen viola (2001).
Gwyn Roberts enjoys an active career as a performer, music director and educator. A
founding director of Philadelphia Baroque Orchestra Tempesta di Mare, she leads the
ensemble in performances from Oregon to Prague and annual recordings for Chandos.
She is in demand as a masterclass teacher, with recent engagements at the Curtis Institute
of Music, the Amherst Early Music Festival, and the Hartt School of Music. She is
Professor of Recorder and Baroque Flute at Peabody Conservatory and Director of Early
Music at University of Pennsylvania and studied with Marion Verbruggen, Leo Meilink
and Marten Root at Utrecht Conservatory (Netherlands).
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The Washington Post described Tempesta co-founder Richard Stone’s lute playing as
having “the energy of a rock solo and craft of a classical cadenza,” and his recordings of
the Fasch and Weiss lute concerti can be found among Tempesta’s dozen releases on
Chandos. He has led opera, oratorio, and orchestral performances from Orlando to
Taipei from his theorbo and performed with Apollo’s Fire, Handel and Haydn Society,
Mark Morris Dance Group, the Boston Symphony, and the Philadelphia Orchestra. He
is lute professor, lecturer, and vocal coach at the Peabody Institute and teaches regularly
at the Amherst Early Music Festival.
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Lisa Terry practices, performs, records, and teaches viola da gamba and violoncello in
New York City, where she is a member of Parthenia Viol Consort. Lisa is principal cellist
and viol soloist with Tempesta di Mare, joining the ensemble in 2010, and a member
of the Dryden Ensemble in Princeton. She was a founding member of ARTEK. She
appears to great acclaim as soloist in the Passions of J.S. Bach with noted orchestras
across the country. Lisa teaches privately in New York, and at workshops throughout the
U.S.; she is the President of the Viola da Gamba Society of America.

Friday, June 29, 7:30 PM ~ pre-concert chat 7:00 PM

Alkemie

Love To My Liking:
Refrains of Desire in Gothic France

ALKEMIE // JUNE 29

Tracy Cowart, mezzo-soprano and harp; David McCormick, vielle
Elena Mullins, soprano and percussion; Sian Ricketts, soprano and recorders
Niccolo Seligmann, vielle, viola a chiavi, and percussion

E, bone amourette 					
Rotta della Manfredina				

tune by E. Mullins
Oxford Douce 308 MS 29987

Nus ne set/REGNAT—				
Dusque ci a plus amours honoree/REGNAT
La Seconde Estampie Royal					
La joliveté/Douce amiete/V 				

Chansonnier dit de Noailles

Bele doette as fenestres se siet 				

MS X ff.65v-66r

Li rouseignols que j’ai chanter

Chansonnier du Roi
Montpellier Codex

Pieros Liborgnes de Lille; Chansonnier du Roi

La Septime Estampie Real					
Joliement/Quant voi/Je sui joliete/APTATUR			

Chansonnier du Roi
Montpellier Codex

Intermission
Por mon cuer a joie atraire 				

Chansonnier Clairambault

Dieus, de chanter/Chant d’oisiaus/IN SECULUM 		
La Tierche Estampie					
Li maus amourous/Dieus, por quoi/PORTARE		
L’autrier chevauchoie 			
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Montpellier Codex
Chansonnier du Roi
Montpellier Codex

Richard de Semilly; PARIS BN f. fr. 845
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Founded in the spring of 2013 by five
friends with a zeal for medieval music,
Alkemie’s mission is to share the lifeaffirming and alternative perspectives to
be experienced in the sounds of centuries
past. More specifically, we specialize
in medieval music for high voices and
instruments, with a particular interest
in exploring the porous boundaries
between the “high” and “low” music of
this period. Alkemie’s performances of
medieval music are grounded in historical
performance practice and fed by our love
of experimentation.

Program Notes
The selections on our program are primarily anonymous works drawn from thirteenthcentury manuscripts. Most of the vocal works were chosen for their use of a special type
of refrain commonly found in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century French musical and
literary works. Unlike modern refrains, these special refrains did not necessarily repeat
within a single piece; rather, they were passed from one piece to another, like quotations.
Scholars have identified hundreds of these refrains in songs and motets from thirteenthand fourteenth-century France; some refrains were even interpolated into narrative works.
There are at least two refrains that appear more than once in tonight’s program . . . see if
you can spot them! (Refrains in the texts and translations have been italicized so that they
can be more easily identified.)
Three selections on the program (“Li rouseignols que j’ai chanter,” “Por mon cuer a joie
atraire,” and “L’autrier chevauchoie”) are strophic songs belonging to a unique genre called
the “chanson avec des refrains,” in which each stanza is followed by a different refrain.
This genre reverses our expectations of how we expect a refrain to function. Instead of
serving as a musical and thematic anchor to the narrative (as do the more typical refrains
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To date, Alkemie has developed and toured five programs along the eastern seaboard, with
performances on early music concert series, including the Capitol Early Music
Series (Washington, D.C.), Gotham Early Music Scene (GEMS - New York City),
Beacon Hill Concert Series (Stroudsburg, PA), Amherst Glebe Arts Response
(AGAR—Amherst, VA), and the War Memorial Arts Initiative (Baltimore). Alkemie
served as the Ensemble-in-Residence at the historic Grace Church in Newark, NJ from
2015–2017, and were Artists-in-Residence at the School of Fine Arts at Fairmont State
University in West Virginia in 2016–2017. Alkemie will debut on the Music Before 1800
concert series in New York City in the spring of 2019 and is also looking forward to an
upcoming collaboration with composer Elliot Cole. (www.alkemie.org)

ALKEMIE // JUNE 29

in “E, bone amourette” and “Bele doette”), these varying refrains serve instead to
musically and textually elaborate upon the sentiments expressed in each stanza. Also
featured is another remarkable genre within thirteenth-century French repertoire—the
polytextual motet. During these pieces as many as three texts are sung simultaneously.
The effect can be thrilling, but also a lot to take in, especially for a listener whose first
language is not old French. We hope to make the many complementary layers of these
pieces more detectable by isolating individual texted voices before presenting all voices
at once.
The style, tempo, and rhythmic interpretation of medieval dances, as well
their step-sequences and spatial patterns, remain a broad field ripe for further
investigation and experimentation. The first dance on our program, the “Rotta della
Manfredina,”exhibits predominately regular phrases and repeated melodic motives,
which imply that it fits within what sources describe as “chain and round dances of a
social nature.” We postulate that this style could have employed steps similar to the
“branle simple” (step-close) and “branle double” (step-close-step), both of which turn
up not only in the old-style choreographies of Thoinot Arbeau’s sixteenth-century
dance manual but also in present-day locations where it is well attested that remnants
of medieval dance survive, including the Faroe Islands and southern Brittany. The
estampies, on the other hand, are specific dances designed for a single couple or
couples in sequence. In contrast to the more generic social dances, they delight in
irregular and complicated movements that are mirrored in the fluctuating melodic
material and anchored by the interpolations of a repeating refrain.
					

Biographies

—Elena Mullins and Tracy Cowart

Praised by the New York Times as “the real attraction” with a voice that is “light and
lithe,” Tracy Cowart (mezzo-soprano, harp) has performed with a number of period
ensembles, including the American Classical Orchestra, Apollo’s Fire, La Donna
Musicale, Musica Pacifica, Opera Lafayette, the Newberry Consort, Seven Times
Salt, Tenet, Three Notch’d Road, the Vox Vocal Ensemble, and the Washington
Bach Consort. Also known for her interpretations of music from the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries, she performs with Great Noise Ensemble and has appeared at
the Richmond Festival of Music. Tracy received her M.M. in Early Music from the
Longy School of Music and her D.M.A. in Historical Performance Practice from Case
Western Reserve University; she is faculty with the Amherst Early Music Festival.
Tracy is also a teacher and performer of baroque dance, with appearances at the
Charlottesville Music Teachers Association, Pegasus Early Music, and El Fuego. She is
an enthusiastic forager, with a particular interest in mycology.
David McCormick (vielle) performs regularly on both violin and vielle and is in
demand as an educator and arts leader. David is Executive Director of the Shenandoah
Valley Bach Festival, where he recently appeared as featured violin soloist for the
opening concert of the 25th Anniversary Season. David has also recently performed
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with Washington Bach Consort, Opera Lafayette, and featured guest artist for the
Bach-Handel Festival at Shenandoah University. David served for two years as President
of the Charlottesville Music Teachers Association. He teaches private violin and
viola lessons and offers workshops for educators, students, and performers in early
music performance practice. His degrees in music education and performance from
Shenandoah University and Case Western Reserve University include specialized training
in chamber music and historical performance. He is a 2017 recipient of Shenandoah
Conservatory’s Rising Stars Alumni Award.

Sian Ricketts (soprano, recorders) enjoys a multifaceted career as a singer and a period
woodwinds specialist. She regularly performs with ensembles such as Bach Collegium
Fort Wayne, Apollo’s Fire, Labyrinth Baroque and New Vintage Baroque. In addition to
her interest in early music, Sian also regularly performs twenty-first-century repertoire
as both an instrumentalist and singer and has recently collaborated with composers
such as Jonathan Dawe, Gregory Spears, Elliot Cole, and Mark Nowakowski. Sian
holds a D.M.A. degree in Historical Performance Practice from Case Western Reserve
University, with concentrations in voice and baroque oboe.
Multi-instrumentalist Niccolo Seligmann (vielle, viola a chiavi and percussion) is an
improviser, composer, arranger, producer, and educator. He plays over twenty acoustic
instruments from around the world and also designs his own software instruments.
You can hear him play four instruments on the soundtrack of the PC game Civilization
VI. He received a degree in viol performance and early music from the Peabody
Conservatory of the Johns Hopkins University in 2015. Seligmann is a core member
of The Broken Consort, Hesperus, and many others. He has performed across North
America and Europe, and fondly recalls concerts at the Kennedy Center, in a bustling
plaza in Nogales, Mexico, and inside a 2,000-year-old redwood tree in northern
California. 2016 marked the beginning of his industrial EDM drag queen side project,
LADYPRODUKT. (niccoloseligmann.com)
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Elena Mullins (soprano, percussion) has wide-ranging interests in the field of early
music. She has sung with The Newberry Consort, Les Délices, Apollo’s Fire, Three
Notch’d Road, Generation Harmonique, and Quire Cleveland and is the director of
Early Music Singers at Case Western Reserve University. Elena takes a scholarly interest
in the performance practices of early repertoires, reaching back as far as the twelfth
century; she is also a cofounder of the medieval ensemble Trobár. She holds a D.M.A.
in Historical Performance Practice from Case Western Reserve University and a B.A.
in Musical Arts from the Eastman School of Music. Elena is an avid teacher of baroque
dance, piano, and voice. In her spare time she loves to cook with friends and boulder at
the neighborhood climbing gym.

ETIQUETTE
CONSULTING
SERVICES, LLC
Louellen Ramey, Director
9425 N. Meridian Street, #228
Indianapolis IN 46260
317-388-2911
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Sunday, July 1, 4:00 PM ~ pre-concert chat 3:30 PM

Ronn McFarlane and Paul O’Dette
For Two Lutes:
Virtuoso Duets from Italy and England
Saltarello and Piva				

Joanambrosio Dalza (publ. 1508)

Canon						Francesco da Milano (1497–1543)
Fantasia Settima
Spagna
Fantasia Terza
Fantasia Sexta
Contrapunto Primo				
Duo Tutti di Fantasia
Contrapunto Secondo

Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520–1591)

Canzona Prima à doi liutti unisoni
Claudio Merulo/ arr. Giovanni Antonio Terzi
Canzona Seconda à doi liutti unisoni					
(pub. 1593)
TWO LUTES // JULY 1

Passacaglia					 Alessandro Piccinini (1566–1638)
Toccata à dui liuti						

Alessandro Piccinini

Intermission
Dreweries Accordes					
La Rossignol
A Merrie Moode

Anonymous (c. 1600)

Galliard after Laveche						
Anonymous
De la Tromba Pavin 						
Anonymous
The Earl of Essex Galliard				
John Dowland (1563–1626)
A Fancy 						
Passingmeasures Galliard

John Danyel (1564-after 1625)

Fantasie no. 7 							
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John Dowland

Chi Passa						John Johnson (?–1594)
Flatt Pavan
Galliard to the Flatt Pavan
The Queen’s Treble

Program Notes
The Lute Duet in Italy
The art of duetting is certainly as old as music itself, for what could be more satisfying
than one’s own instrument but two of the same? The resulting interaction of two
performers and their exchange of musical ideas creates an intensity and vitality that
is perhaps unique in the world of chamber music. Two equal instruments allow
the possibility of alternating the musical functions of melody and accompaniment,
challenging each performer to match the other, often in quick succession.
Considering the popularity of the lute in the Renaissance, it is hardly surprising that
the lute duet became so important and influential. The size and diversity of this
repertoire, more than five hundred extant pieces representing nearly every style and
form of renaissance music, is remarkable. The duet literature contains many works of
great musical sophistication and profundity, such as Danyel’s “Passingmeasures Galliard”
and Piccinini’s “Toccata à dui liuti,” and others with no pretense beyond entertainment
or instruction.

1) Counterpoint against a chanson or madrigal
2) Melody over a drone
3) Counterpoint over a cantus firmus
4) Intabulation of a preexisting vocal or instrumental work
5) Melodic variations over a repeated harmonic pattern (ground)
6) A solo fantasia with a new, superimposed second lute part
7) Entirely original compositions not based on any preexisting material.
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TWO LUTES // JULY 1

Within this repertoire, Italian duets stand apart in terms of variety and virtuosity. Most
European countries treated the lute duet as Gebrauchsmusik, but in Italy it was part
of the professional’s standard repertoire. Whereas in England duets were frequently
used as individual display pieces, one performer executing spectacular variations over
the chordal accompaniment of the other, in Italy the same high degree of technical
proficiency was often demanded of both players, elaborate flourishes being tossed back
and forth. Not intoxicated by sheer virtuosity, however, the Italians made numerous
tonal experiments, combining lutes of various tunings and sizes to create special timbres
and to help distinguish polyphonic lines more clearly. The duets on the present program
represent seven distinct types:

Early duetting was an improvisatory art, as Johannes Tinctoris explained in his De
Inventione et Usu Musicae of 1484: “Thus some teams will take the treble of any piece
you care to give them and improvise marvelously upon it with such taste that the
performance cannot be rivaled. Among such, Pietro Bono, lutenist to Ercole, Duke
of Ferrara, is, in my opinion, pre-eminent.” Bono, the most renowned virtuoso of the
fifteenth century, was assisted by a “tenorista,” who supplied a drone, cantus firmus, or
the lower voices of a chanson over which the master improvised fanciful divisions.
The “Saltarello and Piva” of Dalza represent the last remnants of the medieval tradition
of improvisation over a drone. The repetitive nature of a drone allowed the improviser
to utilize his extensive “bag of tricks,” including hemiolas and “blue notes,” which clash
against the drone. The main responsibilities of the tenorista were to provide rhythmic
drive and support, although they certainly might have added cross-rhythms and
ornaments of their own.

TWO LUTES // JULY 1

“La Spagna” was the most popular cantus firmus during the late fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries. In Francesco da Milano’s setting it is concealed in the middle of a
chordal accompaniment over which he composed a graceful, flowing countermelody.
Although not one of Francesco’s more profound works, it makes a pleasant contrast to
the complex polyphony for which he is primarily known.
In 1559, the Flemish lutenist Johannes Matelart published several of Francesco da
Milano’s solo fantasias, to which he had composed a second lute part. These new parts,
while partly obscuring the original compositions, enrich the texture with additional
points of imitation, parallel thirds, and parallel sixths, creating a lushness of sound
unmatched at this early date.
The lutenist Vincenzo Galilei, father of the astronomer Galileo Galilei, published an
important treatise on lute playing in 1584 called Il Fronimo. In it, he included several
duets, among them the three heard on this evening’s program. The two contrapunti
were written by an unidentified Florentine nobleman with the initials “B. M.” These
works are in the style of an improvised ornamentation over a madrigal, a genre in which
one lute plays the unembellished madrigal and the other weaves florid scales in and out
of the chordal texture. The “Duo tutti di fantasia” is a two-voice bicinia, in which the
two lutes play imitative contrapuntal lines back and forth at each other in a delightful
exercise in polyphonic independence.
In 1593 and 1599, Giovanni Antonio Terzi published some of the most difficult music
ever written for the lute. The first book includes arrangements for two lutes of ensemble
canzonas by Claudio Merulo, an organist famous for his particularly virtuoso style of
ornamentation. Terzi’s flamboyant passagework is even more spectacular than Merulo’s,
utilizing the entire range of the lute, providing each player with hair-raising cascades to
throw back and forth at one another in a game of renaissance one-upmanship. But
beneath all of the fireworks are pieces of exquisite nobility and beauty.
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The last surviving duet in renaissance lute tuning, and perhaps the most spectacular
of all, is the “Toccata à dui liuti” by Alessandro Piccinini. Not content with a strict
separation of melody and accompaniment roles, Piccinini at times supplies passagework
in both parts simultaneously. Moving either in parallel, or contrary motion, this
approach creates an accumulation of energy and momentum which is unparalleled in
the repertoire. Although Piccinini’s contrapuntal language is that of the renaissance
period, the contrasting sectionalism ushers in the world of the baroque. The grand
dimensions of this piece bring to a close the era of the renaissance lute duet and serve as
an appropriate finale to the first half of this program.
The Lute Duet in England
The playing of lute duets must have been quite a common occurrence in Elizabethan
England. Nearly two-thirds of the sources of lute music from the Golden Age (1575–
1620) contain music for two lutes, a substantial body of literature numbering close to
one hundred pieces.

The earliest duets were those in a treble-ground format, where one lute repeated a
harmonic progression while the other player performed a series of variations over it.
This style originated in early-sixteenth-century Italy, where instrumentalists, including
lutenists, were often required to play dance music. They devised these harmonic patterns
as the basis for the dance improvisations. The first “grounds,” more complex than a
simple drone, were the passamezzo antico and passamezzo moderno patterns. These
were soon joined by dozens of additional grounds, including the bergamasca, romanesca
(known in England as “Greensleeves”), caracosa, rogero, and many others. These
passamezzi served their function so well, as harmonic underpinning to improvisations
of any length or degree of difficulty required, that musicians from all over Europe
used them for the next one hundred years until they were gradually supplanted by the
passacaglia, chaconne, and folia in the seventeenth century.
The most important composer of lute duets in England was John Johnson, who was
appointed by Queen Elizabeth as one of “the musicians for the three lutes” in 1579.
None of his trios survive, but he left a large number of excellent duets for two lutes.
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During the course of the fifty-year period that these duets were played and enjoyed, they
served a number of different functions. Chronologically, the first role for these pieces
was that of providing a showcase for virtuoso playing—this was especially true with the
duets of John Johnson. Secondly, they were used as musical études—that is, pedagogical
pieces that facilitated learning the technique of the lute and of improvisation. Many
of the existing manuscripts have duets among the first entries, as though a teacher had
prescribed them as the official “first pieces for lute.” For example, the best lute tutor
of the time, Thomas Robinson’s The Schoole of Musicke (1603), begins with six duets.
Thirdly, there was the sociability factor. Playing music with another person is often more
enjoyable than practicing in isolation.

Many of his duets are built over the old familiar Italian grounds, including some found
on this program: “The Queen’s Treble” is a set of fourteen delightful variations over the
bergamasca, while “Chi Passa” is built on the harmonies of Filippo Azzaiolo’s villotta “Chi
passa per ’sta strada.”

TWO LUTES // JULY 1

Perhaps the last treble-ground duet to be written in this period was John Danyel’s
“Passingmeasures Galliard,” and no other duet surpasses it in style or imagination. Like
Johnson’s most virtuosic duets, this set of variations uses the complete range of the lute,
which, in this case, is three and a half octaves! Unlike Johnson’s variations, which are
primarily stepwise and melodic, several of Danyel’s variations use unusual arpeggiated
figures, and in the fifth variation there is even a short chromatic scale. To relieve the
potential monotony of a repeated chord progression, Danyel uses unexpected dissonances
and cross-relations that are often included to keep the listeners on the edge of their seats.
Although the treble-ground duet was the preferred style, especially for the professional
performer who could use it as a vehicle for displaying his technical prowess, the player
of the ground was relegated to playing a simple chord pattern over and over again for
as many as twenty-five variations! Perhaps in response to this, sometime around 1590,
some of these duets began to be divided in a way so that the accompaniment and
melody roles were split equally between the two lute parts. Johnson’s the “Flatt Pavan”
and accompanying Galliard were among the first to be treated this way. They exist as
treble-ground duets in manuscripts from around 1580, but in two manuscripts from the
middle of the 1590s, they are found in a version in which the two lutes trade roles at the
repeat of each section. It is difficult to ascertain whether Johnson was responsible for this
arrangement. As he died in 1594, it would have been one of the last compositions of his
life, which would not be out of the question. Another set of equal duets attributed to
Johnson, the Laveche Pavan and Galliard, seems to have a more definite attribution and
could even be the first duets written in this fashion. In the Ballet Lute Manuscript, there
is an equal duet entitled “A Galliard for Two Lutes after Laveche.” But while Johnson’s
Laveche pieces are built on an Italian ground, the anonymous duet from the Ballet Lute
Manuscript is based on completely unrelated harmonies. What, then, is the meaning of
the title? The likely interpretation of the word “after” is that this piece was written “in
imitation of ” the “Laveche” duets of Johnson. These duets, perhaps the first truly “equal”
lute duets, had inspired progeny! If Johnson was responsible for the leveches, then he
could have also been responsible for the arrangement of the “Flatt Pavan” and Galliard.
One way or another, the music is definitely John Johnson’s, as the arranger simply divided
the music found in the treble-ground version between the two players.
It is interesting that these first equal duets were pavans and galliards, which are dances
written in three repeated sections. This form gave ample opportunity for role switching at
the section joints. Interestingly enough, none of the variation pieces were thought suitable
for “equal” arrangement. Perhaps they thought that the progression through continuous
variations was best left to a single artist and that the switching of performers would upset
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the balance and progression of the piece. Most of the equal duets are technically easier,
and most are written in the more popular dance forms—pavans and galliards. The
next generation of equal duets, those dating from around 1600, were written mostly in
almain form (two major sections, each repeated.) Three of the duets on this program—
“Dreweries Accordes,” “La Rossignol,” and “A Merry Moode”—are of this type. Each
has a charm that would have made, and still makes, the social element of playing duets a
true delight.
Elizabethan composers took a very flexible approach to their music, often arranging
and rearranging the same piece for numerous different mediums (solo lute, lute duet,
lute trio, viol consort, broken consort, harpsichord, recorder, solo viol, lute and voice,
etc.). It is in this spirit that we present Ray Nurse’s brilliant arrangement for two lutes
of Dowland’s beloved “The Earl of Essex Galliard.” Assuming that Dowland must have
made lute-duet versions of his most popular works to suit the performance situations
at various courts that he visited—in order to perform together with musicians of that
court—this arrangement widens the repertoire in the same way that Dowland himself
did, by expanding on his own material.

		

					

—Paul O’Dette

Biographies
“Should I come to meet Saint Peter at the pearly gates, I hope he will say,
‘Welcome, good and faithful servant!’ By the way, be sure to hear Paul O’Dette
—he’s leading the angel band.”
		
—Early Music America
Paul O’Dette has been described as “the clearest case of
genius ever to touch his instrument” (Globe and Mail).
One of the most influential figures in his field, O’Dette has
helped define the technical and stylistic standards to which
twenty-first-century performers of early music aspire. In
doing so, he helped infuse the performance-practice
movement with a perfect combination of historical awareness, idiomatic accuracy,
and ambitious self-expression.
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The Elizabethan lute duet was a popular and varied medium, one to which many of the
greatest lute composers of the era contributed and one that also reflected most of the
forms of the time. This variety of forms (variations, dances, ballad tunes, fantasies), as
well as format (treble-ground, equal, obbligato), is represented on tonight’s program.
Though most were written nearly four hundred years ago, there is a timelessness about
them. Like many of the ballad tunes that have survived among folk circles, their
melodies seem to fit as well into the twenty-first century as the sixteenth.

TWO LUTES // JULY 1

Paul O’Dette has made more than 140 recordings, winning two Grammys, seven
Grammy nominations, and numerous other international record awards. The Complete
Lute Music of John Dowland (a five-CD set for harmonia mundi usa) was awarded the
prestigious Diapason D’or de l’année, while The Royal Lewters received the Diapason D’or,
a Choc du Monde de la Musique, a five-star rating in BBC Music Magazine, a five-star
rating in Goldberg, and a perfect score of ten from ClassicsToday.com. The Bachelar’s
Delight: Lute Music of Daniel Bacheler was nominated for a Grammy in 2006 as “Best Solo
Instrumental Recording.”
Mr. O’Dette is also active conducting baroque operas. His recent recording of Charpentier’s
La Descente d’Orphée aux Enfers with the Boston Early Music Festival Chamber Ensemble
won a Grammy for “Best Opera Recording of 2014,” as well as an Echo Klassik Award
in the same category. In 1997 he began a collaboration with Stephen Stubbs codirecting
performances of baroque operas, beginning with Luigi Rossi’s L’Orfeo at Tanglewood, the
Boston Early Music Festival (BEMF), and the Drottningholm Court Theatre in Sweden.
Since 1999 O’Dette and Stubbs have codirected performances of Cavalli’s Ercole Amante
at the Boston Early Music Festival, Tanglewood, and the Utrecht Early Music Festival;
Provenzale’s La Stellidaura Vendicata at the Vadstena Academy in Sweden; Monteverdi’s
Orfeo and L’Incoronazione di Poppea for Festival Vancouver; Lully’s Thésée and Psyché,
Conradi’s Ariadne, Mattheson’s Boris Goudenow, Monteverdi’s Poppea and Ulisse,
Handel’s Acis and Galatea and Almira, and Steffani’s Niobe for the Boston Early Music
Festival. Their recording of Ariadne was nominated for a Grammy as “Best Opera Recording
of 2005,” Thésée in 2007, and Psyché in 2008. Their most recent opera recording, Niobe,
was awarded a Diapason D’or de l’année, an Echo Klassik Award, and the Jahrespreis der
Deutschenschallplattenkritik and was nominated for this year’s Grammys. Paul O’Dette has
guest directed numerous baroque orchestras and opera productions on both sides of
the Atlantic.
In addition to his activities as a performer, O’Dette is an avid researcher, having worked
extensively on the performance and sources of seventeenth-century Italian and English
solo song, continuo practices, and lute music. He has published numerous articles on issues
of historical performance practice and coauthored the “Dowland” entry in the New Grove
Dictionary of Music and Musicians. Mr. O’Dette is Professor of Lute and Director of
Early Music at the Eastman School of Music and Artistic Director of the Boston Early
Music Festival.
Grammy-nominated lutenist Ronn McFarlane strives to bring the
lute—the most popular instrument of the Renaissance—into today’s
musical mainstream and to make it accessible to a wider audience.
Born in West Virginia, Ronn grew up in Maryland. At thirteen, upon
hearing “Wipeout” by the Surfaris, he fell madly in love with music
and taught himself to play on a “cranky sixteen-dollar steel-string
guitar.” Ronn kept at it, playing blues and rock music on the electric
guitar while studying classical guitar. He graduated with honors from
Shenandoah Conservatory and continued guitar studies at the Peabody
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Conservatory before turning his full attention and energy to the lute in 1978. The next
year, McFarlane began to perform solo recitals on the lute and became a member of the
Baltimore Consort. Since then, he has toured throughout the United States, Canada, and
Europe with the Baltimore Consort and as a soloist.
McFarlane was a faculty member of the Peabody Conservatory from 1984 to 1995,
teaching lute and lute-related subjects. In 1996, he was awarded an honorary doctorate
of music from Shenandoah Conservatory for his achievements in bringing the lute and
its music to the world. He has over thirty-five recordings on the Dorian/Sono Luminus
label, including solo albums, lute duets, flute and lute duets, lute songs, the complete
lute music of Antonio Vivaldi, a collection of Elizabethan lute music and poetry, and
recordings with the Baltimore Consort.
Ronn has composed new music for the lute, building on the tradition of the lutenist/
composers of past centuries. His original compositions are the focus of his solo CD,
Indigo Road, which received a Grammy Award nomination for Best Classical Crossover
Album of 2009. In 2010, Ronn founded Ayreheart, an ensemble brought together
to perform new compositions as well as early music. Ayreheart’s first CD release,
One Morning, consists of alloriginal music by McFarlane. Ayreheart’s 2016 release,
Barley Moon, blends folk music and art music from renaissance and medieval England,
Scotland, and Wales.

TWO LUTES // JULY 1

Looking forward to seeing you in
2018-2019 — our 35th Season!
Info at:

www.ronenchamber.org
or see Ronen on Facebook
indianapolis early music //
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Friday, July 13, 7:30 PM ~ pre-concert chat 7:00 PM

Ensemble Caprice

Chaconne: Voices of Eternity
Matthias Maute and Sophie Larivière, recorders
David Jacques, baroque guitar; Susie Napper, violoncello
Ziya Tabassian, percussion
Johann Heinrich and Maria
Serenata con altre arie 			
Johann Heinrich Schmelzer (1623-1680)
Serenata—Arlecchino—Adagio—Allegro—Ciacona—Campanella e Lamento

CAPRICE // JULY 13

Biagio and Monica
Sonata sopra la Monica 				
Passacalle (1650) 					
Aria di Fiorenza y sua Corrente (1646)		
Ciaccona di Paradiso, et dell’inferno			

Biagio Marini (1594-1663)
Andrea Falconieri (1585-1656)
Carlo Calvi (Italy, 17th century)
Anonymous (Rome, 1657)

Krystof and Ana: Stories of love and solitude
Czech Folk Songs					
Anonymous (16th century)
Byl jest v Kunštátě / Ach mlynářko, mlynářko / Keby som já mala / Stuoj, formánku, nehýbaj /
Proč, kalino, v struze stojíš / Jidech tam vedle řeky / Vij mi věnec / Zvolil jsem sobě		
			
Andrea and his wife
Ciacona 					
Tarquinio Merula (1595-1665)
Sonata seconda, Op. 3, No. 3 (1660)			
Johann Heinrich Schmelzer
Battalla de Barabaso yerno de Satanas (1650) 		
Andrea Falconieri

Intermission
Johann Sebastian and Maria Barbara
Chaconne, BWV 1004 (arr. M. Maute)

Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)

Henry and Frances
Two in one upon a Ground				
The Duke of Norfolk, or Paul’s Steeple (1684)
A New Scotch Tune 					
Budro 						
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Henry Purcell (1659-1696)
Anonymous (17th century)
Henry Purcell
Anonymous (17th century)

Santiago and Isabella
La Jota					

Santiago de Murcia (1673 - 1739)

Antonio, Paula and Ana
Trio Sonata in D Minor, RV 63, “La Follia”		

Antonio Vivaldi (1678-1741)
“An ensemble that encourages
the listener to rehear the world.”
—New York Times

Ensemble Caprice, a baroque
ensemble that performs on
period instruments, was founded
by the acclaimed conductor,
composer, and recorder soloist
Matthias Maute, and has become
known for its innovative and
adventuresome approach to
an increasingly expanding musical repertoire. In addition to its series of concerts in
Montreal, the group tours extensively, giving dozens of concerts in Canada, the USA,
Europe, and Asia. The ensemble has been invited to perform in prestigious festivals,
including the Lufthansa Festival in London; festivals in Bruges (Belgium) and Utrecht
(Netherlands); the Felicja Blumental International Festival in Tel Aviv; and in Germany,
the Musikfestspiele Potsdam Sanssouci, the Regensburg Early Music Festival, the
Händel-Festspiele in Halle, and the Stockstadt Festival. In November of 2009, the New
York Times published a lengthy article hailing the musicians’ innovative and refreshing
approach, praising them as “imaginative, even powerful; and the playing is top-flight.”

During the past two years, Ensemble Caprice has given over 100 concerts in five
countries on three continents, and has performed in eleven festivals. In the spring of
2017, Caprice has embarked upon its first Latin American tour and made its third trip
to China.
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The Ensemble’s recording activity is every bit as impressive, comprising over twenty CDs
on the Analekta label. These recordings have gleaned many honors and much critical
acclaim, including a 2009 JUNO award and four PRIX OPUS awards. The Ensemble’s
artistic merit and the quality of its work were recognized once again when the group
was chosen as a finalist in the music category for the Grand Prix de Montréal and voted
the “audience’s choice.” In addition, Caprice was nominated for the Prix Echo Klassik
in Germany and received a glowing recommendation from the prestigious magazine
Gramophone. Caprice has also gained a solid reputation for its videos on the noncerto
classical music channel.

Program Notes
Music tells stories. What a simple statement – but how far-reaching are the
consequences generated by the intrusion of fiction into music!
The music of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was often conceived with a
narrative or a particular situation in mind. Johann Heinrich Schmelzer in his “Serenata
con altre arie” leads us through the whole cycle of Carnival, including the dances and
the comedia dell arte of Arlecchino; then comes the regrettable end of the festivities on
Ash Wednesday, embellished with a death knell and a repeated lament: we have
witnessed a whole story unfolding within a very condensed time frame. Whereas
Carnival lasted several days, the last sounds of Schmelzer’s Serenata die away after just a
couple of minutes. Evidently music can depict a whole world within a short segment of
our lives! It is no accident that many stories that we ourselves were told as children begin
with an evocation of the fourth dimension: “Once upon a time….”

CAPRICE // JULY 13

Time and its mysteries have fascinated human beings throughout the evolution of
Western civilization. The notion of mortality versus eternity was and still is at the heart
of most religions. We have organized our lives down to the minute but at the same time
we hope for eternity. However, interestingly enough, during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, people attributed to music the power to bring the notion of
eternity into their daily lives. The chaconne became a synonym for eternity and thus a
symbol for music that reaches out to higher dimensions. The fact that the bass pattern of
the chaconne is repeated over and over again, turning around like a spinning wheel, has
made it possible to associate a fairly simple (albeit very powerful!) harmonic progression
with a dimension of time which goes beyond our human measurements. Bach’s famous
Chaconne, BWV 1004, comes with an aura of death and vanity: supposedly he wrote
it as an instrumental lament for his first wife Maria Barbara, who tragically passed away
while Bach was absent on a journey.
Purcell’s “Two in One upon a Ground” presses on into the unknown territory of our
experience of time: whereas the repeated bass line refers to eternity, the canon of the two
recorders integrates both the past and the future into one line, brought to life by two
different performers. While player 1 shows the future—we already know what the other
player will perform—player 2 shadows the past of his colleague, who is always a step or
two ahead in time.
From there it is only a short distance to the depiction of Heaven and Hell (“Ciacona
di Paradiso, et dell inferno”), the anxiety of a young girl who does not want to enter a
convent (“Sonata sopra la Monica”), Falconiero’s battle between Satan and Barabbas, or
Vivaldi’s breathtaking excursions into the wild world of madness (“La Follia”).
Despite the variety of different stories being told, all these pieces share one feature:
repeated patterns that open the ear to a perception of time nourished by the mystery of
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life and death. The concert tonight is certainly only a drop in a seemingly endless sea,
but the composers’ boats float on waters which have been travelling to the edge of
space and time, and back again…
							

—Matthias Maute

Biographies
David Jacques, guitar, was born in Saint-Georges de Beauce, Quebec in 1978 and has
a Doctorate in the interpretation of early music from the University of Montreal. He
began his studies of classical guitar at the Cégep de Sainte-Foy, continuing at the Laval
University and later the Quebec Conservatory. He has recorded more than fifteen CDs
on the XXI-21, ATMA, and Analekta labels, and collaborated on numerous other
productions. His Pièces de guitarre de Mr Rémy Médard (Productions XX-21) won the
Conseil Québécois de la Musique’s 2008 Prix Opus Disc of the Year award in the early
music category. David has also published several arrangements for guitar for Les
Productions d’OZ. Active both in Canada and internationally, he has performed over
2000 concerts in 30 countries on five continents. He is currently Professor of Classical
Guitar at Laval University and the Cégep de Sainte-Foy, and is frequently invited by
other musical organizations to give master classes and workshops.
Sophie Larivière, recorder and traverso, is a member of Ensemble Caprice and has
been its Artistic Co-Director since 1997. In this capacity, she helps to enrich the
creative direction of the ensemble in its quest for musical discoveries that blend
virtuosity with expressivity. With Ensemble Caprice, Ms. Larivière has appeared in
numerous concerts, in particular in England at the Lufthansa Festival of Baroque
Music, in Israel (Tel Aviv and the Mediterranean Arts Festival), Europe (Vienna,
Berlin, Regensburg, and Stuttgart), the United States (Los Angeles, New York,
Washington, Chicago, and the Boston Early Music Festival) and Canada (Edmonton,
Vancouver, and a Debut Atlantic tour).
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CAPRICE // JULY 13

UNO Award-winning conductor, composer, recorder player, and flute soloist
Matthias Maute has achieved international renown. Also an accomplished composer,
his works have been published by Breitkopf & Härtel, Amadeus, Moeck, and Carus.
Maute has made some twenty recordings on the Analekta, Vanguard Classics,
Bella Musica, Dorian, Bridge, and ATMA Classique labels. His recording of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos juxtaposed with his own arrangements of Preludes from
Shostakovich’s Opus 87 was hailed by The New Yorker as remarkable for “its fleet,
characterful approach” and “its fresh, vibrant colors.” He is regularly invited to
perform at major international festivals, and is Co-Artistic Director of the Montreal
Baroque Festival and Artistic Director of “Concerts noncerto.” He currently teaches at
the University of Montreal and McGill University.

Cellist, gambist, continuo player par excellence, Susie Napper is known for her colorful,
even controversial, performances of both solo and chamber repertoire of the 17th and
18th centuries. Having spent her childhood in an artistic milieu in London, in her
late teens she moved to New York to study at the Juilliard School, then to the Paris
Conservatoire. San Francisco followed, where, after a foray into contemporary music,
she co-founded and directed the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra. Since then she has
spent two decades with a foot on either side of the Atlantic as principal cellist with several
groups including Stradivaria in France, the Studio de Musique Ancienne de Montréal and
Les Boréades in Montreal, and the Trinity Consort of Portland. Her concert tours have
taken her as far afield as China, Japan, New Zealand, India, the Middle East, as well as
most European countries. As a member of the very active viol duo Les Voix Humaines,
she has discovered a new facet of musical expression in the form of musical arranging,
thus providing an endlessly fascinating new repertoire for two viols.
Her recordings, which include most of the known repertoire for two viols, can be heard
on Harmonia Mundi, EMI, Erato, Adda, CBC Records, SRC, and Naxos, and most
notably on the ATMA label.

CAPRICE // JULY 13

But her true vocation is not on the concert stage or the recording studio. The kitchen is
the center of her domain, where she creates dishes both colorful and controversial for her
own pleasure as well as that of her guests.
Ziya Tabassian, percussion, began playing the tombak at the age of eleven. He began his
formal training in Iran, pursuing his studies with Master Tehrani’s method. In Canada,
he studied classical percussion with Julien Gregoire at the University of Montreal and
later returned to Iran to continue his training with M. Bahman Rajabi. Ziya is an active
member of the ensemble Constantinople, which he co-founded with his brother Kiya
Tabassian. In addition to Ensemble Caprice he has collaborated with the Kronos Quartet,
the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne, En Chordais, and the Studio de musique ancienne de
Montreal. His solo CD, entitled TOMBAK, was recently released on the Ambiances
Magnetiques label.
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Saturday, July 15, 11:00 AM

Ensemble Caprice

Family Concert: Salsa Baroque
Salsa Baroque: Music of Latin America and Spain of the 17th and 18th Centuries

Matthias Maute and Sophie Larivière, recorders
David Jacques, baroque guitar; Susie Napper, violoncello
Ziya Tabassian, percussion
Program to be drawn from the following pieces:
¡Jácaras! 		
			
Santiago de Murcia (1673 ‐ 1739)
Hanacpachap cussicuinin (pub. Cuzco, Perú, 1631)
		
Anonymous
Chacona 			
Antonio Martín y Coll (c.1660 ‐ c.1740)
Tarantelas 			
Doulce mémoire (pub. 1553) 		
Canarios
			

			
			

Santiago de Murcia
Diego Ortiz (1510 - 1570)
Santiago de Murcia

Xicochi Conetzintle 		
Gaspar Fernandes (c. 1566 ‐ 1629)
Los coflades de la estleya 			
Juan de Araujo (1648 ‐ 1712)
Differenzias sobre la Gayta 			
Antonio Martín y Coll
La Folia 		
			
Andrea Falconieri (1586 ‐ 1656)
Lanchas para baylar
				
Anonymous
Battalia 		
			
Domenico Zipoli (1688 - 1726)
La Jota 			
				
Santiago de Murcia
Wainjo (trad. Argentine) 				
		
Anonymous
Chaconne “The Nightwatch” 		
Heinrich Ignaz Biber (1644 ‐ 1704)
Convidando está la noche
Juan García de Zéspedes (1619 ‐ 1678)

SALSA // JULY 14

Program Notes
One can describe baroque music of Latin America as a fusion of harmonies and
rhythms of Europe and Africa, blended with Amerindian nuances and styles. This
unique fusion dates back to the sixteenth century and gave rise to a complex and
fascinating multitude of musical forms resulting in a great variety of instrumentations,
structures, and rhythmic and melodic phrasing.
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Salsa is the Spanish word for sauce, designating at the same time a dance as well as a
family of musical genres in Latin-American music. It is this latter meaning and its ancient
roots, together with a bit of humor, which we have taken to give the title ‘Salsa baroque’
to our project. Despite the human and political tragedies surrounding the colonization
of the South-American continent, the multipolar musical culture that resulted is
distinguished by its fiery spirit and passion: here is music with a unique character that
enriches the repertoire of the seventeenth century with refreshing novelties.
Spanish music is represented by instrumental works from the vast collection of Antonio
Martín y Coll that encompasses some one hundred pieces of music in its four volumes
titled Flores de música. The “Chacona” and the “Xácara” are enriched with complex
rhythms that approach those of another contemporary Spanish composer who had
travelled in Latin America, Santiago de Murcia; his “Tarantelas,” “Jacaras,” and “La Jota”
draw on a rich repertoire of dance rhythms.
The ritual hymn “Hanacpachap cussicuinin” was sung and performed during religious
processions in the church. Printed in 1631 in Peru, this is the very first polyphony
published in the Americas. It is a very touching piece of music, born of different cultural
worlds united by the beauty of music.
					

—Matthias Maute

SALSA // JULY 14
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Sunday, July 15, 4:00 PM ~ pre-concert chat 3:30 PM

Ensemble Caprice
The Bach Society of Minnesota,
Matthias Maute, director and recorder soloist
Echoing Air Vocal Ensemble,
Steven Rickards, director
J.S. Bach: Ascension Oratorio
Ensemble Caprice: Olivier Brault, Lucie Ringuette, violins; Pemi Paull, viola,
Susie Napper, cello; Sophie Larivière, Grégoire Jeay, flutes; Karim Nasr,
Andrew Maruzzella, oboes; Alexis Basque, Francis Pigeon, Christopher Price,
trumpets; Ziya Tabassian, timpani; Ilya Poletaev, harpsichord and organ,
with Phil Spray, violone
Soloists of the Bach Society of Minnesota: Linh Kauffman, soprano;
Nerea Berraondo, alto; Nicholas Chalmers, tenor; Aaron Larson, bass
Echoing Air Vocal Ensemble: Lucy Wortham, soprano;
Michael Walker, countertenor; Gregorio Taniguchi, tenor; Sean Manterfield, Bass
Solo per flauto, BWV 1013		
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750)
Allemande—Corrente—Sarabande—Bourrée anglaise

MINNESOTA // JULY 15

Cantata Wir danken dir, Gott, BWV 29 				
(first performance August 27, 1731)

Bach

Sinfonia
Chorus: Wir danken dir, Gott
Aria (tenor): Halleluja, Stärk und Macht
Recitative (bass): Gottlob! es geht uns wohl!
Aria (soprano): Gedenk an uns mit deiner Liebe
Recitative (alto): Vergiß es ferner nicht, mit deiner Hand
Arioso (Alto): Halleluja, Stärk und Macht
Chorale: Sei Lob und Preis mit Ehren
Italian Concerto, BWV 971 (1735) (arr. for recorder and strings by M. Maute)
Allegro—Andante—Presto

Intermission
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Bach

Cantata Lobet Gott in seinen Reichen, BWV 11 (“Ascension Oratorio”)
(First performance in Leipzig, 19 mai 1735[?])

Bach

Prima Parte
Chorus: Lobet Gott in seinen Reichen
Recitative (tenor): Der Herr Jesus hub seine Hände auf
Recitative (bass): Ach, Jesu, ist dein Abschied schon so nah?
Aria (alto): Ach, bleibe doch, mein liebstes Leben
Recitative (tenor): Und ward aufgehoben zusehends
Chorale: Nun lieget alles unter dir
Secondo Parte
Recitative (tenor and bass): Und da sie ihm nachsahen gen Himmel fahren
Recitative (soprano): Ach ja! so komme bald zurück
Recitative (tenor): Sie aber beteten ihn an
Aria (soprano): Jesu, deine Gnadenblicke
Chorale: Wenn soll es doch geschehen

The Bach Society of Minnesota’s (BSM) passion for performing, promoting, and
appreciating the music of Johann Sebastian Bach is unrivaled. The BSM was the first
organization on this continent to take the legacy of J.S. Bach as an exclusive starting
point for world-class performances. With an incredible 86-year history, BSM is still the
region’s only performing arts organization focused on the glorious vocal and instrumental
music of Bach and those he inspired.
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MINNESOTA // JULY 15

The Bach Society of Minnesota was formed in 1932 at the University of Minnesota
when a group of students asked Professor Donald Ferguson to lead an organization that
would give them the opportunity to sing Bach’s music. After many years under Professor
Ferguson’s direction, the Society was headed by Professor David La Berge, followed by
Henry Charles Smith (former Associate Conductor of the Minnesota Orchestra),

Paul Oakley, Rod Kettlewell, Myles Hernandez, Thomas Lancaster, and Paul Boehnke.
Under the artistic direction of Matthias Maute since 2016, the organization continues
its commitment to high-calibre performances on period instruments, with historical
performance practices that communicate the depth and passion of Bach’s compositions.

Program Notes
Two cantatas and two solos for wind instrument. Bach would have liked the symmetry
of the program!
While the famous “Italian Concerto,” BWV 971, was originally written for
harpsichord and here transcribed as a virtuosic recorder concerto by Matthias Maute,
the “Solo per flauto,” BWV 1013, showcases Bach’s capacity to write profound music
even for one lone melodic instrument.

MINNESOTA // JULY 15

The four movements of BWV 1013 cover the entire musical world of Bach’s time by
delving into four different national styles: Germany (Allemande), Italy (Corrente),
France (Sarabande), and England (Bourrée anglaise), a tour de force typical for J.S. Bach,
who was always willing to build musical structures which turned out to be of wider scope
than any of his contemporaries.
It may come as a surprise to some that in Bach’s time and place, the annual renewal of
the town council membership called for a formal religious ceremony. At a time when
“every citizen, sociologically speaking, was a Christian,” outgoing counsellors were
formally thanked for their dedication, while divine Providence was called upon to assist
the incoming counsellors. Throughout his entire career, Bach kept refining the exercise
of writing cantatas for these very circumstances. The best known of the six cantatas Bach
wrote for this specific occasion is Wir danken dir, Gott (We thank you, God), BWV 29,
which was performed three times at St. Nicholas, the church of the Leipzig municipal
council. This is a late cantata (1731), as the date of the occasion for which Bach wrote
it indicates; the versatility and skill in the composition also shows Bach’s advanced
professional maturity. A choir of three trumpets and two oboes with timpani lends
the piece brilliance and glory. A significant organ part, particularly in the sinfonia (an
adaptation of the well-known Prelude from Bach’s “Partita No. 3 for solo violin”), adds
yet another element of pomp to the formal ceremony. Bach turned it into a superb organ
solo with instrumental support. The added orchestral parts to the original violin version
do not stand on their own, but serve to accent and add color to the organ solo. With its
bright splendor and broken chords, all the substance of the original violin part is carried
over to the organ, which also articulates a continuous flux of sixteenth notes after two
preliminary measures. The impressive first chorus is a potent fugal motet which Bach
later repurposed for the “Gratias agimus tibi” and “Dona nobis pacem” of his Mass in B
Minor. A jubilant tenor aria, followed by a bass recitative, precedes the soprano aria, the
emotional apex of the piece. This movement is a soft sicilienne, a graceful and tender
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appeal to divine mercy. The alto aria, “Halleluja, Stärk und Macht,” mirrors the previous
tenor aria before the closing chorale.
As was his custom in later years, around 1735 Bach scarcely composed any new
works, but masterfully repurposed pieces he had already written. One case in point is
Lobet Gott in seinen Reichen (Praise God in his kingdoms), BWV 11, also known as
the Ascension Oratorio. The New Testament recitatives, which according to tradition
were assigned to the tenor, narrate Jesus’ rising to heaven, enveloped in a cloud before
his disciples’ eyes. Certainly, these recitatives were written specifically for the Gospel
account of the Ascension; however, the choral pieces, two alto arias, a soprano aria, and
a duet recitative for tenor and bass are all borrowed from previous works. The bright
opening chorus was originally written to commemorate the reopening of St. Thomas
School after renovations. The first part of the cantata focusses on the disciples’ sadness
as the hour of Jesus’ departure approaches. This is indeed the substance of the bass
recitative with its sighing motifs, after which the alto aria — the voice of sorrow —
agonizingly implores Christ to remain among his followers. We recognize this as another
iteration of the “Agnus dei” from the Mass in B Minor. After the minister’s sermon, the
second part of the oratorio resumes with a musical reading of the Gospel. The mood is
no longer one of sorrow, but turns to joy as the angels are heard announcing Christ’s
return. The oratorio’s spiritual instruction culminates with the soprano aria, which
affirms that by his love, Christ remains among his people. The instrumental group is
appropriately substantial and includes an ensemble of three trumpets and timpani.
					

—Gilles Cantagrel/Matthias Maute

Biographies
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MINNESOTA // JULY 15

Praised as “vocally and dramatically powerful” by
the Washington Post and “radiant” by the Saint Paul
Pioneer Press, soprano Linh Kauffman enjoys an
active career in opera, oratorio, and recital. Her
most recent performances include Joshua with the
Panama National Symphony, Carmina Burana for
the Prague Choral Festival, Mahler’s Symphony No.
2 with the Minnesota Orchestra, Festival Musique
en l’Île de Paris, and the early music festivals of
Panama and Urbino. She has also appeared with the
Oregon Bach Festival, Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Lyra Baroque Orchestra, and the
symphonies of Pittsburgh, Akron, Richmond, and the Quad Cities. An active chamber
musician, she has appeared with the Bach Society of Minnesota, Seraphic Fire, Spire
Chamber Ensemble, The Rose Ensemble, and Consortium Carissimi. Ms. Kauffman
made her Latin American debut in Mozart’s Apollo et Hyacinthus at the Teatro Nacional
de Panama. Other appearances include Carmina Burana with the Minnesota Dance
Theatre, Ariadne auf Naxos with the Minnesota Opera, and Acis and Galatea and Orfeo
for the Twin Cities Early Music Festival.

A native of Connecticut, Ms. Kauffman earned music degrees from Carnegie Mellon
University, University of Maryland, and University of Minnesota. She also studied
at the Weill Institute at Carnegie Hall and the Salzburg Mozarteum. She teaches at
Macalester College and Augsburg University, and is Associate Artistic Director of
Antiqva Panamá.

MINNESOTA // JULY 15

Alto Nerea Berraondo has performed principal
opera roles such as Adrastro and Creusa in Demofonte
(Gluck) at the Theatre an der Wien in Vienna; and
Lucio in Catone in Utica (Vivaldi) at the Théâtre des
Champs Elysées in Paris. Ms. Berraondo has worked
with early music conductors and orchestras including
Eduardo López Banzo, Rinaldo Alessandrini, Alan
Curtis, Marcelo di Lisa, Josetxu Obregón, and Marian
Rosa Montagut. Recently she has recorded Biagio
Marini’s vocal music with her Ensemble Aldatu on
the Arsis recording label, and Demofonte by Gluck
with Il Complesso Barocco conducted by Alan Curtis.
Ms. Berraondo has won international prizes and
competitions including Juventudes Musicales de España
and Julián Gayarre International Singing Competition.
In 2012 she was bestowed a Merit Award by the Centro Nacional de Difusión Musical
(CNDM). She shared that season with soloists Ceclia Bartoli and Jordi Savall.
Heralded by the Washington Post as “exciting
and dulcet,” tenor Nicholas Chalmers is
thrilled to once again sing with the Minnesota
Bach Society. He has sung with The Rose
Ensemble, the Minnesota Bach Ensemble,
Glorious Revolution Baroque, The SingersMinnesota Choral Artists, and the Minnesota
Chorale. Recent solo engagements include
Oratory, Magnum Chorum, the Church Music
Association of America, the St. Mark’s Cathedral
Concert Series, and the Schubert Club. Last spring, Nicholas concluded his Master’s
studies in Choral Conducting at the University of Minnesota, where he conducted
several campus ensembles and held a Teacher’s Assistant position in the music theory
department. Nicholas is in his fifth year as the Director of Music at Chesterton
Academy in Edina, and recently accepted the position of Director of Music and
Liturgy at Annunciation Church in South Minneapolis. He is also Artistic Director
of the Mirandola Ensemble, which presents programs of rarely performed early music
from the Medieval and Renaissance eras strategically juxtaposed with the compositions
of 20th- and 21st-century composers.
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Baritone Aaron Larson has tended in the past few
years to pop up around Minneapolis singing Bach,
often with organizations like the Bach Society of
Minnesota, Oratory Bach Ensemble, Lyra Baroque
Orchestra, and ELM ensemble. Other recent
performances include Harry Einhorn’s The Passion of
Joan of Arc with the Oratorio Society of Minnesota,
Olli Kortekangas’s Seven Songs for Planet Earth
with the Masterworks Chorale of Augsburg, the
world premiere of Stephan Paulus’ When Church Bells are Ringing with the Minnesota
Orchestra, Bach’s Mass in B Minor with VocalEssence, and many appearances with the
Waverly Consort.
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indybaroquemusic

2018-19 Season

Eugene and Marilyn Glick Indiana History Center
Christel DeHaan Fine Arts Center-University of Indianapolis

www.indybaroque.org

October

7

IndyBaroque Chamber Players
directed by Christine Kyprianides
Take Five

November

4

IndyBaroque Chamber Players and Alchymy Viols
Orpheus in the Underworld

December

1-2

February
May

Indianapolis Baroque Orchestra
and The Beecher Singers-Michelle Louer, Conductor
Handel's Messiah

Baroque Orchestra-Barthold Kuijken, Conductor
10-11 Indianapolis
The Colorful Telemann

19

IndyBaroque Chamber Players
with Alexa Raine-Wright, baroque flute
Winner of the Indianapolis International Baroque Competition
Devona and Amos Gerber Grand Prize
Visit www.indybaroque.org for more concert information.

Financial services
for individuals
& businesses.
9247 N. Meridian St. Suite 219
Indianapolis, IN, 46260

info@whitewatergroup.net
Phone: (317)253-4686
www.whitewatergroup.net
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The Board of IEM thrives on the joy of sharing exquisite music with you!
After the excitement of our 50th Anniversary season two years ago, the Board of the
Indianapolis Early Music Festival appointed a committee to study how we can assure
that fifty years from now, we’ll still be bringing our community the finest in Early
Music performance. The committee began with some vital questions: who are we as an
organization, and who are you, our audience? What do we want to do, and what do you
want us to do? From the answers we gathered, the committee is writing a strategic plan that
will guide our choices for the next ten years.
We asked you, our audience (and partners in our success), a lot of questions on our survey
last summer to help us write this new strategic plan. 191 of you responded, and you had a
lot to say about what you liked and what you wanted us to consider. We have taken your
suggestions very seriously, and you will see your best ideas in upcoming seasons.
Here are some of the results of the survey:
Your favorite music periods, in order of mention:
		Baroque: 		98
		Renaissance:		67
		Medieval: 		56
		Classical:			54
		Romantic:		25
		Contemporary:		24
		
(and a couple of you even mentioned jazz!)
You enjoy the other art forms that we sometimes include in our concerts (dance, movies,
acting), and you’d like to hear more folk music. You’ll see all of these in upcoming seasons.
You were wildly enthusiastic about a high number of our performers, and very receptive
to nearly all. Many of you went out of your way to write comments about your favorite
concerts and musicians. You had some suggestions about whom and what you would like
added to our offerings, and our Artistic Director is looking at these suggestions.
Most of you first learned about Indianapolis Early Music from a friend—do you have a
friend you could invite? 40% of you are season subscribers or buy voucher packs. Both are
ways to save money, and vouchers give you the opportunity to bring friends to concerts you
think are extra special.
Attendance is evenly divided between Friday and Sunday concerts. (If you haven’t tried a
Family Concert or a Spring concert, you’re missing another great Early Music experience—
and we have TWO free Family Concerts this year.) 24% of our audience attended 18 to 24
Indianapolis Early Music concerts in the past three year--of 24 concerts offered! Some noted
that they had attended regularly since the first IEM season!
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Most of you, of course, come from the Indianapolis metropolitan area. But we do have
regular attendees from all over Indiana, some from Ohio, and guests from as far away
as California.
Over half of you receive the newsletter. If you don’t, you can sign up at the sales table in
the lobby after the concert.
60 of the people who took the survey are donors—almost one third. To join this group
of Early Music supporters, just use the envelope stapled into this program.
A good number of you have asked if you can volunteer to be part of the Indianapolis
Early Music Festival—and soon, you will be able to join our new friends group. Watch
the newsletter for further information (you can read it on-line at http://iemusic.org/.)
The Board has adopted three new statements of who we are and where we are going.
These statements will guide our choices over the next ten years:
Our Values
Our passionate love of early music drives us to be:
Adventurous: We encourage bold curiosity and creativity in our audience
and performers.
Open-hearted: We welcome all people to share in the joy of Early Music appreciation.
Generous: We count on our members to give generously of their time, money,
and expertise.
Responsible: We strive to be good stewards of the finances, program, and reputation of
the organization.
Honorable: We maintain the highest standards of integrity, both artistic and personal.
Our Mission
Indianapolis Early Music brings to the present the musical gifts of the past with
historically informed performance, educational outreach, and engaging conversation.
Our Vision
To be a thriving, ever-expanding community of Early Music lovers, artists, and advocates
We are glad you are here! You are our partners in filling space with beautiful music.
What you think matters to us. Join us as donors, volunteers, newsletter readers, or most
importantly, the audience whose applause and appreciation makes our work worthwhile.
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Tributes
An event such as the Indianapolis Early Music Festival would be impossible without the
generous support of many individuals, businesses, and foundations. For your faith in and
support of IEM, we sincerely thank you. Our Operating and Endowment Funds continue
to grow through your generosity.
(Received October 1, 2017 through May 31, 2018)
ORATORIO CIRCLE $10,000 OR MORE
Anonymous
Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation, Inc.

CONCERTO CIRCLE $5,000–$9,999
Anonymous
Christel DeHaan Family Foundation
Indiana Art Commission

CANTATA CIRCLE $2,500-4,999
Arts Council of Indianapolis
National Endowment For the Arts
Nicholas H. Noyes, Jr. Memorial Foundation Inc.
The City of Indianapolis

John Glazier
John Paul Godich
Laura Goetz
Joie Kipka
Marcia Krieg
Joan and Jordan Leibman
Bob Mead
Dorian and Dave Poole
Janice Roger
Alice and Bob Schloss
Sylvia and Beverly Scott
John A Seest
Sabine and Peter Sehlinger
Dawn Waddell
Harriet Wilkins
Judy and Meredith Wilson
Mary Anne and Ken Winslow

SONATA CIRCLE $500–$2,499

FANTASIA CIRCLE up to $99

Jerry Badger
Suzanne B. Blakeman
Susan Hoffert
Christine Kyprianides
Dorit and Gerald Paul
Susan Porter
Stanley Ritchie
Susan and Glenn Pratt
Jane and Fred Schlegel
Robin and Michael Toulouse
Donna Worth

Charlotte Elizabeth Brayton
Helen P. Carroll
David Chandler
Elizabeth and Rusty Jones
Josette and Kevin Jones
G.B. Landrigan
Terry Kirts
Flo Mary and Thomas Mantel
Kara Pierce
Jane and Anthony Tietz
Biff and Allen Whaley

TOCCATA CIRCLE $100-$449

MEMORIAL GIFTS

Anonymous
Leslie and David Bartolowits
Jessica and John Barth
Eric Bowes and Tatiana Faroud
Marsha and Greg Brown
Ellen and David Crabb
Ann and Hank Cradduck
Juliette and Alan Duncanson
Beth Fineberg

In honor of...
Suzanne Blakeman: Bob Mead
Frank Cooper: Suzanne Blakeman
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In memory of...
Dee and David Garrett: Joan and Jordan Leibman
In memory of...
Steve Brockmann: IEM Board
In memory of...
Betty Mantel: Flo Mary and Thomas Mantel
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A Renaissance Christmas
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